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Jazzin' It Up
Oh, The Places They'll Go
Senior dance majors to showcase the skill they'll take to the
world after JMU. Page 14

Campus
peeping
persists
Three incidents
reported in week
Bl

SAKMI JONI S

senior writer
The first I'eeping Tom incidents

of ihe aemesha wen reported on
Feb land Feb. 5.
On Sunday annind 9 p.m. the lirst
Peeping loin report look place outsidc While Hall in the Village.
Fifteen minutes Idler police received
another Peeping Tom complaint
(mm Bell Hall. The suspect irom
both inddenbl hal been described as
a while male ot average build wearing a knit cap end .1 ski i.icket.
In a separate incident on Feb. 5, a
resident of Weaver Hall, also in the
Village, sported a Peeping Tom
looking OVCI the top ot the shower
rod while she was showering at
around 5:13 p.m. The victim veiled
"peeper" and the peeper fled the
building, according to a Timely
Notification Bulletin issued bv the
Office of Public Safety on Feb. 6.
Two students saw the suspect
Sating "lid chased him. They
reportedly lollowed him thntugh
the Duke Dog Allev tunnel, but lost
bun near DM ( onvOCation ( enter
lennis courts, |MU Police warn
unable to locale the imped alter
responding to the call

R
I would caution students
not to place themselves
in harm \ way.
—Alan MacNull
JMU Director ot Puhh.

55
ihe Weaver Mall suaped idescribed as a thin white male, hev
ing thick. possibK spiked hghl
brown hair IK- was wearing khaki
Cargo pants ami a gr.iv sweater
Police commended the efforts ot
the students who tried to catch the
Weaver Hall Peeping lorn, but caution students not to put themselves
in danger.
I would caution students not to
place themselves in harm's way."
IMI Director ot Pubik Saletv Alan
MacNuH said. "Instead |ot chasing a
aiapect| make sun- to reporl anything lo us as soon as poaalhle.
|MU Police duel Lee ShiffieU
s,iid (Ml (H>IUC- i\pit.ilK receive
|svping reports "within minutes ' ot
ihe iiiudeiils. 11, attribulat the quick
ie|Hirts to ihe number of pmgr.ims
in residence halls, Including fneri
and displavs encouraging students
to n'port anything unusual
While these are ihe tirsl reports
llns semester ot a Pivping Ibm OTI
campus, ihe occunenoe has been a
I,tutHiuiiig concern at |MU, Hie last

reported Lnddenl occumd Dec. 5.
and sluttlett said |MU Police appialiondod a suspect in November on
Six Peeping lam tnddena were
npirled 111 tin' limeh Notification
Hullclins l.isl semester. All of the
niudeiits reportedlv took place in
the Village
'We norm.lib Cttdl [peipWll m
the acl either through more surveillance or during our normal patrols,"
Shunett s.iid.
While Shifflett and MacNutt
would not elaborate on the specifics

"i tlh-ir Increased surveillance, Ihe)
aid cadets and police are working
" ■ ii. b peepera and prevent further
occurrences. The person is oM
' n-K familiar with OUT actions and
other actions ot everyone on camMacNltH Mid "But I want lo
- nre you W« an' doing something
trust us to do our part."
ShiffleU laid in the past [Ml
i eve used bloodhounds to
. pects and catch them in the
•I peeping, OthB measures.
I is increased police surwilin larget ariMs, such a- the

i iveabobeen used toeawi

Keeping Track

JMU jazz is keeping the beat in
and
around
Harrisonburg
demonstrating their talent and
delighting audiences.
Page 13

The men's and women's track
teams had numerous qualifiers for
the IC4A and ECAC Championships,
respectively, at the Penn State and
Patriot Games. Page 19

Like a Prayer
Sunday's Prayer and Praise event
united more than 500 students of
different denominations. Page 3

Shooting victim stable
Non-student suspect still at-large after Hunters Ridge violence
BY TOM SIMMII

Hunters Ridge
l k

A JMU student shot once in
the l best in his Hunters Ridge
apartment is m good oandttson
after .in reported argument
iiiirirn,
during tl.i i,m
card game Sunday
night.

key

I

m

news editor

n

1

black male between 5 leet lo
inches and 5 feet 11 inches tall.
Whitelow was not present
when pottn arrived, and the
HI'O is not certain how he (led
the enme scene, Boshart said.
lioslurt said, barges against
Whitelow will be in reference
to the shooting, but until

Sophomore

I Bryan
21

Fields,
from

I Raleigh. N.c,
at

1390K

I

II

i

| Rockingham
_j M t* m o r i a I
Hospital after

CHOTO

Victim junior
Bryan Relds

Hunters Ridge access road

RYAN PUDLOSKI/empJm.salfMr

bvl

"*
*£
u,th ll h ind
*
"
gun at about
10:23 p.m. in building 1390,
apartment K, according to a
Harrisonburg
Police
Department press release.
TIK* HPD has issued a warrant for the arrest of Fields'
supposed roommate, non-student Theodore Whitelow, 18, in
conjunction with the shooting.
Whitelow remains at-large and
is to be considered armed and
dangerous, HPD spokesman
Kurt Boshart said at a 1 p.m.
press conference on Mondav.
Whitelow is described as a thin

ii
/ heard a bunch of
noise, I didn'/ hear
a gunshot.
-ChadCruys
junior. \ ictim's neighbor

-wserved, no specific charges will
be released.
"At this rime, all we're looking at is a shooting," Boshart
said.
Fields, a walk-on practice
player for the football team,
was
transported
to
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital, where he remains.
Boshart said the HPD
received I Mil phone call at
about 10:30 p.m. on Sunday,

hut declined comment on the
call's origin. He was not aware
of prior problems at Fields and
Whitelow s residence.
Boshart said he did not
think that Whitelow had a
prior record with the HPD. He
said he did not know if drugs
or alcohol were involved.
Bob Wease, owner of Fields'
apartment. Raid Fields WM the
any penal wlio signed a lease
for the rour-bedniom unit.
That's (Relds) ihe only per
son that's supposed to he living then," Wease said.
Wease said
he never
received am complaints about
the residents of the apartment.
He has not checked on the
apartment since Fields moved
in last August.
Residents of 1390 Hunters
RJ IB laid they didn't hear
gunshots and were unaware of
any problems until police
arrived at about 10:3(1 p.m.
"I heard a bunch of noise, I
didn't hear a gunshot" -.aid
junior Chad Cruys, who lives
in the top-tloor apartment next
to Whitelow and Fields.
Cruys said he has heard
see SHOOTING, pagt 5

Field follies: Lombardi Field Gras?
Habitat, AKL
merge spring
festivals
B> Ri< HARD

SAKSHAI

0

assistant news editor
Two ol campus spring
semester event*- will he held
on the lameday on the tame
field tin1- year due to scheduling Conflict! Habitat tor
Humanity Field lest and
Lombardi Gras will merge
and beheld on I Ullalde I leld
on April 21.
The two events* organized
In |ML"s chapter ol Habitat
tor Humanity and Alpha
Kappa Lambda fraternily,
respectively, could not be
held at different times mis
year because of the lack of
a\ ailabthtv ot campus fields
"It wasn't a conflict with
Habitat, laid |iinior Jimmy
Royaler;
Habitat
for
Humanity PR Hiair We got
our forms in early enough to
gel the day »i w anted."
He said llabital scheduled the 1 leld I est event on
Hillside Field io be at a different1 lime than when
Lombard) Gras normally is
liecause I omhardi I .ras is
USUaU) alter Greek Week,
we planned to be several
weeks nftea tank Week.
Royaler said.
However. I ombardl < Iras
was not planned bo coincide
with Greek Week this yeai

bieak AM put in their
request for Godwin I ield on
April 21 with an alternate
date ot April 14, which is
I -aster weekend, although

Senior 11 Owksiak, chaii ol

Oieksiak didn't realize II al

Lombardi Gras tor AKL,
Said it was decided that the
avenl should take place al
another time.
I lie
reason
win
Lombardi Gras was traditionallv in assoualion with
(■reek Week nas because

the lime
He

Gnwk Week was on Greek
Row
and people usually
walked from (ireek Row
o\ei to Godwin Field to
enfoy me festivities at both
places, he said, oieksiak said
since man) Greek groups
have moved off-campus and
ofl i Ireek Row, having the
even! during (.reek l\rek
w.isni convenient any more
It wasn't ever .in official part
of Greek Week," he said
Oieksiak said OVtl winter

I ii I PHOTO
Since Habitat's Field Fast and AKL's Lombardi Gras are Joining forces, the scene for this year's festivals may be even
bigger than the one pictured from the 2000 Lombardi Gras. The combined events will take place April 21.

requeal to SGA, she Eofin

on behall of the dubs,' he
said

said
the
event
was
approved. However, the
way the form was printed b\
the lax machine blinked out
the dales so thev could not
tell what date was approved
I le said thev assumed H w as
thi' first date requested and
intormed AKL that their
avenl was approved.
"It was a miscommunica
lion between Athlelus .tno\
SGA/' Oieksiak said.
At this point, AKI began
searching for bands .mo\
booking some of them to
perform on April 21. SGA
then discovered that the date
AKL had been approved tot
was in fasd April 14 because
the spring football game was
a 1 read)
■.heduled
for
Godwin Field on April 21
AKL had permission DO UN
the field on April 14, which

Plaheit)
said
when
Athletics faxed back the

ser HABITAT, page 5

said

(rovemroenl

Student

Aseodatson

accepted their request and
lent it to IML AtlilelKs.

Michael Flaherty, SGA
11< e presidenl ol sdnunistrah\ e affairs said SGA has no
approval process. He said
iGA's role In the held ntsei
Vatton proOBN is taking the
reoueat front the organization, pntling il in ail orderlv
faflhk)f1 and sending it over
to AthletKs. He Mid SGA is

essentially a middleman that
helps organizations subntfl
their requests

S( ,.\ bVOTkfl

Senior Pig Roast
plans underway
Anotliei m,i|or c.impus i-u-nl th.i( ■ usii.illv held in
April is ilk' Seflta I'ijj Roaat Tin' dale and location Icir
Hacvanl h.i\ *■ yal to badi
' This lirm- we 11' looldng tt li.u ing il Friday ol Senior
Wfcek." said junior IVlc SwcnfarwiU, vha pnatdem m
Sludent All.nrs for SGA. IJlis would plaoi tru- CV.MII on
-V|iiil 27. II uill lx- a hum' -ludi-nl i-ll.irl.' ha Mid
PwaadiawtM said the Coa1 Commiltw far Santa
Week, made up ol senior and junior dass aiun.il mm
.'. ambassadors and Senior Class Challanaa a^preseniatm-. have heen worUng -ime Daambar io plan
Santa v\n-k avanta.
He s.iid thai last year's Senior Pig Roaafc held on April
29 on <»«!« m I ield didn't work out too well, so fhej are
Working ID make sure they have greater MD3
yen lie aaid they an conridartng on- and otf-campua
iocadona
"We have plenty ol time lo h^im- n out" ha said.
— ass/, news editor Richard Saksliaug
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TO SUBMIT A DUKE
DAY EVENT:

• Entries due today lot Intramural Walleyball at UREC, play
dates will be Feb 14 to March 22

E-mail Richard at The Breeze at saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact info, etc.) Please

•
'

• Adult Degree Program information meeting, noon, Paul Street
House, call x6824

submit by Friday tor a Monday issue and Tuesday for a
Thursday issue.

Health Sciences Building lecture hall, e-mail Dan at flyn-

POLICE LOG

WEATHER
I'\sn BONDS

yffP Today

technicians to process a crime scene after
there was an alleged shooting off campus at
Hunters Ridge on Feb 4 al 10:30 p m

scene and the building.

Partly cloudy

Two students reportedly chased the subject
who eventually fled through the "Duke Dog
Alley" tunnel They reportedly tost the subject

High 57 Low 40

near the tennis courts at the Convocation
Center

Peeping Tom

Another person reportedly witnessed the
subject running from Weaver Hall. All witness-

• A Peeping Tom was reported by two separate complainants on Feb 4

es descnbed the subject as a white male having a thin build, with thick light brown hair which

Al 9:01 p m. a JMU student reported that a
person was looking into a window at White

was possibly spiked, weanng cargo khaki
pants and a gray sweater

Hall. The perpetrator was reportedly descnbed
as a white male with an average build weanng

SGA

3

OPINION

Richard for this semester.

• Campus Crusade tor Christ large group meeting, 8 p.m..

The Harnsonburg Police department report-

3

endar last semester, please re-send your information to

Avenue and Main Street

erjy requested the expertise of JMU evidence

3

Organizations who had a weekly item running in the cal-

i Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship, 5:30
to 7 p.m.. Baptist Student Center on comer ot Cantrell

Ipoiio? rtportg

Praise 4 prayer
Winter blues

I

High

Low

Mostly cloudy

67

44

Saturday

Cloudy

60

32

Sunday

Cloudy

52

30

Showers

9

Spotlight: How do you like the
changes to The Breeze!

9

Finding a place for a Fruit Roll-Up
collection, a run-down Volvo and
a brain cell named Earl
By Terrence Nowlin

10

Darts and Pats

10

Friends don't let friends dnve
on campus
By Leonard VanWyk

10

FOCUS

Friday

Monday

House Editorial:
SGA overstepping its bounds
with proposed bill

56

And All That Jazz

13

STYLE
Senior dance concert preview

14

"Valparaiso" review

14
14
15

37

a dark greervblue knit cap and a dark-colored

Underaged Possession of Alcohol

All things literary
By Zak Sahh

ski jacket
Another student reported a similar incident

• Scott A. Gabriel, 18. of Mountaintop, Pa.
was arrested and charged with underaged

and description at Bell Hall approximately 15
minutes later.

MARKET WATCH

Sandra McCracken

possession olalcohol on Feb 3 at 12:15am
The subject was reportedly observed pulling

mmu). F«> 7 soot

UPB movies

17

No subject was reportedly found.
A Peeping Tom was reportedly spotted in

a women's gymnastics sign out of the ground

Just Go Out

18

Box office report

18

•

Weaver Hall on Feb 5 at 5:13 p.m
A female student was taking a shower when
she reportedly spotted the subject peeping

at Mr Chips The sign was returned to its original state.
•

Han R. Schulte,

19, of Spnngfiek). was

over the shower curtain She reportedly yelled

arrested and charged with underaged possession of alcohol on Feb 4 at 12:45 a.m. at the

"peeper." which caused the subject to flee the

Godwin bus stop area.

DOW JONES

10.70
close: 10,946 72

NASDAQ
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close 2,607 82

t
t

AMEX
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CORRECTION
JMU junior Lyle Cady III was
misidentifted as his father, Lyle
Cady Jr, in a photograph in the
Feb. 5 issue of Trio Breeze.

SPORTS

t

Men's gymnastics

19

Track & field wrap-up

IS

Women's baskelball

20

Pro chaplain comes to campus

20

Swimming A diving

21

Stuck behind the Tall Guy
By Andrew Tufts

22

LETS EAT'
$3.25 .„

BLACK
IJ IE AN

$4.00

ROLLUP!

SOB
Smoky Mountain Pork Sandwich
With smoked goude and golden
barbecue s^uce

Combo wilt 32 ot. oeverogc

Ranch
Chicken?

Mixture o< black
beans, corn,
salsa, lime juice

Chicken breast and ranch
dressing, with your choice
of fixins'on fresh boked
white or wheat bread.

and cilantro!
6" SUB
12" SUB

$2.29
$3.59

ROLL UP $2.59
r

'hiA ,:/>,■•. . '<n,

f( r... ~7tiw//n<irf:>
the

HI

w

MADISON GRILL
Corre ond enjoy a ifue gourrre! experience at the Madison Grill., this Valentines Day with your sweetheart,
be (earring a (fan p .e four COI ■
■
■
■• choice ol *e following
Lobster 8 scue with Cognoc ond Oeme Froich* or Beef consomme with Wild Mushroom* en c-oute
Scored Gu * Si'< »»p Skew*

w

in Glass Noodles onG c Mciayi<on Reonul Souce ortd Crispy No" Ch.ffonode

or Baked B- e n phylle post-y wth Ro*pbe>fy Coulis ond o Siopicon of Befies .. grand momier infusion and Baby G-een

Announcing
A Gibbons Hall Tradition
Valentine's Dinner
February 14, 2001
Line 3, 5-8 p.m.

Thyme Scented Blu^t'-y So'Dei with No.'ly Prol
f*t

Roasted Atianl c Solmon Filei ™ih a jaHron scent* a bufleriouce
or Boclr of Lamb °foverca!e. cooked n

l '>o lo* and Rosemary Jus Liee

Asparagus Bisque ~ Oyster Stew
Sweetheart Salad with Raspberry Vinaigrette

or Peii F ei cf Bt-e* with an Ariec Spice rub ond a Ragout of Sh take ond Cremini Mushrooms with toasted pignoii nuts

Juliet's Favorite Prime Rib of Beef Au jus
Duel of White ond Dork Choccote Pot a lo mode du Chef
OT 9o.oro>s of Rr- n« Vn ley R.ei rg * #

0

Ffteh Berry Compote ard Almond Croquon'e

Tender Chicken Breast accompanied by Aphrodite Sauce
Red Pepper Hearts filled with Cupid Rice

St'awbe*ry Fi

O-ICJ

M

Orond Marnk* Oiocooie

IMBM

Sweet Potatoes - Fantasy Mushroom Stuffing
3 Course

S2I 95

4 Course

S24.95

prxe per pe-son

3 Coune

S39.95

4 Course

S48.00

pr ce per coupfe

Meol price 'rtc'uaes choice ot Beverage, B'ead, Butler, Coffee ond Tea

Price Does NOT include to* or Gratuity

Romeo Vegetables
• Green Beans with Warm Bacon Dressing

O' y ?50 reeervqlioni available. 3 Seating* 5 CO - 7 00 - 9 00 BooV Your Reservation Early to avoid Disappointment
teservatlons Required

Jf&l

February 14 Only

MADISON GRILL

%$%}

EXTENSION 7555

Assorted Breads £> Desserts

.»-
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"I can*t wait to see what God
is going to do next."

Prayer Fest 2001

Campus groups joined together
for Sunday "s All Campus
Prayer and Praise meeting

R. J. Powi 11
junior

«» btlow

Therapy fair helps JMU
'Beat the Winter Blues'
BY RVLA NAWEED

contributing writer
Bumping bellies in a mock sumo wrestling
game or cuddling up with little puppies and kittens allowed students to relieve their stress at a
campus program designed to battle the coldweather blahs.
Massages, jousting and non-alchoholic "mocktails" were also offered Tuesday at "Beating the
Winter Blues." a biennial event that KklMMM
common problems students face with seasonal
affective disorder (SAD).
More than 400 students participated in activities held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in PC Ballroom,
said Linda Locher. director of the Counseling and
Student Development Center. The center was one
of 12 sponsors of the fair.
"It is our hope it (the program) will give people ideas about depression in general and depression in the winter/' counseling center staff psychologist Carol O'Saben said.
SAD is a depressive shift in mood during the
winter months, O'Saben said. O'Saben also said
winter's shorter days negatively impact the
body and mind. A decrease in activity can cause
winter blues.
The effect of seasonal changes differs for each
person, ranging from mild to severe, O'Saben
said. Symptoms can include oversleeping,
overeating, changes in weight and diet, depressed
moods and less social interaction.
Those with more trouble with SAD should
consider light therapy, O'Saben said, which utilizes lights to simulate sunlight during the winter
months. More information about this therapy can
be
found
at
www.bio-light.com
and
www.pt iothcra.com,
Though most cases of SAD are mild and people don't seek treatment, it is still a good idea to
pay more attention to changes in behavior during
the winter months, O'Saben said.
The fair provided several suggestions on how
to beat the winter blues. O'Saben said one of the
main reasons for the fair was to "give people an
opportunity to get outside" and be active.
Some of the suggestions in literature distrib-

uted at the program advised people be as social
as possible during the winter, to go on road
trips and to rent funny movies with friends.
Ideas on how to remain active included going
to UREC, playing soccer or I risbee outside, skiing and snowboarding.
Local businesses such as Kate's Natural
Products, Society of the Prevention of Cruelty to
Anim.ils (SPCA), The Beauty Spa and RrvendeU
Massage Therapy also participated in the fair.
Activities included painting and drawing, food
tasting and playing with puppies and kittens
brought by the SIX; A
Junior Jason Powell said the most interesting
portion of the event involved tasting the fond and
learning how it affects people's moods.
"Foods can affect people emotionally, intellectu.illv and physically," Locher said. "Things like
turkey and tuna help people perform intellectually while milk products help people relax."
In addition to the events in PC Ballroom, more
than 15 presentations aimed at helping people
cope with seasonal and general depression took
place in Taylor I (all. The program topics included
yoga, aroma therapy, meditation, light therapy,
exercise and music's affect on emotion.
"Looks like it's a good turnout," Locher said.
"1 had ■ lot of people stop by and thank us, saying
it was a lot of fun."
Junior Kari Lugar said she liked the adh ities
such as finger-pain ting and making stress balls.
"I was just in the area and thought it'd be
fun to stop by," Lugar said. "I would come back
to another."
The groups that organized the fair were:
Counseling it Student Development tenter,
University Health Center, Off-Campus Life,
Office of Residence Life, Dining Services,
University Program Board, Fraternity and
Sorority Life, UREC, University Information, JMU
Bookstore, Events and Conferences and the
Center for Leadership, Service & Transitions.
STAY TUNED...

For more infumwiion concerning KIMHIAI affective disorder,
look oui for the Focu) section's in-depth feature in next
ThuiiwUy's itsue of The Breeze.

nirni K MC* v.
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Seniors Lanote Bray and Holly Bolnk try their hand at sumo wrestling.
Senior Kim Morrison and Zoey the kitten hang out. Massage therapist Dolores Shoup gives
sophomore Ben Brennan a massage at the "Beat the Winter Blues' Fair in PC Ballroom.

Senate votes for Liberty
Amnesty allocated $1,900
BY EMILY SHORT

SGA reporter
The Student Government Association
voiced support (or a pending federal act to
include the Coasritution on the SI bill at
Tuesday's meeting.
In one of two approved acts, SGA
passed the liberty Bill in support of printing the Constitution on the back of the SI
bill. The bill was introduced by Arts and
Letters Sen. senior Kristen Vetri.
The bill passed as a senate and executive
resolution, and the legislative action committee is currently in discussion concerning
federal lobbying for the bill.
Vetri, and junior Pete Swerdzewski,
SGA vice president of student affairs, said
JMU should support these efforts because
James Madison was a founding father of
the Constitution. Swerdzewski said the
change to the dollar bill will "put the
I institution back into the hands of the
people," and will help to educate U.S. and
world citizens on the importance of the
Constitution and its amendments.

In other matters, Amnesty International
benefited from the other passed bill. SGA
passed the Amnesty International Bill to
allocate $1,900 in Kinds to the organization
for upcoming events the club will be sponsoring. Sophomore Jenny Schockemoehl.
Amnesty representative at the meeting, said
Amnesty is a human rights advocacy group
that is trying to bring programs about globalization to JMU's campus, Schockemoehl
said the money will be used in part to bring
the Turning Point Global Road show to
JMU. The money will also be used to bring
guest speaker Chris Doucot, an advocate for
the lifting of United Nations ecomonic sanctions from Iraq, to JMU in conjunction with
the Turning Point Global Road show.
Academic survey to get feedback
An Academic laauea Survey has been
sent out to students providing an avenue l< >i
student feedback regarding various * i
demic matters Chappelear Hall Sen. Jeff
Burke, a sophomore, said the survey is a
chance lor students to voice opinions on
issues concerning ad\ hWlj registration ind
administrative de« isi.ms
Upcoming events announced

Campus groups
come together,
praise God
BY DAVID CLEMF-NTSON

contributing writer

KARhN KUPtiUAtVitatf photographer
Guest speaker tenlor Sarah Bittenbender discusses the progress of the Senior Class
Challenge with the SGA. Bittenbender Is a co-chair for the SCC steering committee.

Junior Michael Flaherty, SGA vice president of administrative affairs, said the
Alpha Kappa lambda fraternity and
Habitat for Humanity will be teaming up
to present l.ombardi Gras and Field Peat
The event will beheld April 21 on Hillside
Field, Flaherty said.
Swerdzewski said the senior student
graduation speaker selection process is
underway Swerdzewski said this is open to
any graduating senior interested in delivering a speech that "likens their expenen. e ll
JMU to the world."
Applications are due to Swerdzewski at
the SGA office in Taylor 202 by Feb. 16. The
selection will be made by •' panel of students and faculty on Feb. 22.
Multicultural' Committee 0OH half Saiba
Kamal. a senior, reported that many events
are lined up for Multicultural Awareness

week, April 16-20. The acti\ ittee Include cul<
tural cabaret and possibly a softball touma
mem to benefit the i larnsonburs Boys end
Girls Club. The SGA Committee fbi
Multicultural Awareness is also ■poneorlne
a movie forum at Taylor 404 on Feb. 21 at 7
p.m. to view and discuss the film A lime
To Kill "
Freshman i lass President liobhie |o
(irove announced plans are developing lor
the Mr Freshman pamnnl
Open spots remain lor the sophomore
»iass ski trip to Snowihoa on March 16-18

The trip costs $170 per person, which
includes all expenses. Interested sophomores can e mail sophomore Class
President Lyndsey Walther-Thomas at
milked.
At least one cast member from MTV'S
"The Real World" will be coming to sssak
during Mosaic Week, Walther-"Ihomas said
She Mid the Meld has been narrowed down
to Danny, Melissa and Julie from 'The Real
World" New Orleans.
The Senior Citizen's Valentine's Day
Dance, sponsored by the senk>r class, will be
held Tuesday at Sunny Side Retirement
t enter from 7 to S-TO p.m.
Kamal Mid the Senior Dance will be held
at the the Biltmore Bar and Grill on April 25.
Kamal can In- Contacted at hamkx to offer
ideas or suggestions lor the event or to gel
Involved In the planning process.
lunior Stephen Davis, SGA pro-tempore,
Mid applications lor student judicial coordinate are a\ailable in the SGA office. Davis
also said applications tor leadership
* elebration 2001 ate available from student
I Hganlrationa Sen Ices In bylot I lall 234.
Any student can get an application
and nominate a student or faculty member lor various awards such as outstanding leadership within organizations and
outstanding community
service.
Application!can be turned In to student
Organization Services by Friday at 5 p.m.

More than 500 students of
mixed
backgrounds
and
denominations turned out for
the All Campus Prayer and
Praise meeting Sunday night.
"Let's pray that God would
be evident on this campus,"
said sophomore Adam Jeantet,
the event's primary organizer,
before the PC Ballroom crowd
erupted into two hours of
praise songs to God, lifting
their hands, clapping and joining hands in prayer for JMU.
The event, the second of its
kind at JMU, was organized by
leaders from InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship (IV),
Agape* Christian Fellowship
(ACF) and Campus Crusade
for Christ (CCC).
All campus groups and
denominations were invited to
join in a unifying time to WOT
ship God and pray jointly for
the campus. Members from
more than nine different
Christian ministries attended.
The event started with a
praise band with members
from IV, ACF and CCC playing songs with electric and bass
guitars, a mandolin and drums
as the audience danced,
clapped and sang along.
"Pray that God would
come down and meet us,"
bandleader senior Adam
Keath said. "He will meet you
where you are."
Following the sing along,
the audience watched a 15minute clip from the video
"Transformations" In the
video, 60,000 residents of the
crime
and
drug -ridden
Colombian city of Call joined
together in 1995 to pray for the
city, following the murder of a
pastor organized by drug cartels. Call's crime rates plunged
and members of the drug cartels were imprisoned .is the
churches united to pray for
God's help.
"This is something that peo

pie in the United States

1 ii rope, and the rest
world need to witness
George Otis |r. the \ id.»S narrator, author and ipeakci

" ihis is what t iod b doing i
believ e this happened In I
show the world that God can
transform a community it that
city repents
Provoked by the video,
Jeantel asked the audii
"Why can't we have something like that happen hem?
We're going to pray that <. Jod

would do something like that
at this camp
Theaudieiue then I ink. Up
into groups o| ftve 10 I1' EM
to pray for JMU. Some held
hands, closing their eves .md
praying togethei "l'ra\ tor
spiritual awakening on cam
pus. leantel said llie goals tor

praya Included campus minis[r\ unity! ranal reeoncihaturn and hinelnjp tor faculty

and stall

66
One thing that
encouraged me was
seeing the races join
together in prayer...
— Sandra Mtndo/a
senior

"I believe then- should he
more of them (campus prayer
events) in the future," said senior iv leader Sandra Mendoza.
"One thing that really en
aged me was seeing the
join together in prayer and
praise to the Lord.

|unior Aebony Shepard
Mid, I was so in awe at |ust
how beautilul it was lor us
Christians to K,-t togethei and
be able to la) aside any and all
differences
to praise and

WOnhipGod It JUS) shows thai
i'K\)iK page4
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LISTEN BEFORE
YOU BUY!
Various Artists including
Lucy Peart. Snoop Dogg. K-Ci
ft JoJo. O Tip and more

DAVID! I I Nil

ttignyiarr

Students gather in a prayer circle at the All Campus Prayer and Praise Sunday night.

Various Arlats including
Ralph Stanley. Alison Krauts
The Co« Family Envnylou
Hams, Gillian Welch and more

Group prays for JMU
PRAYIR from page 1
with God all things are possible."
Senior John Kilmarhn, a leader in Young I it<',
shared Shepard's sentiments.
"I often do not believe that Ciod can do huge
thingfc hut he has showed us thai he can do moa'
than wecan imagine," Kilmartin ttkL "I am going
to focus now on praying tot hugs things' to happen on this campus "
Junior Brett Miller, a member of CCC, si id. I
thought the event was an awesome time for people, no matter what race or denomination, to
come together in prayer I personally was
reminded from this event just the need for
prayer in our lives."
In addition to leantet, junior |oe Meiburger
from IV and junior R.J. Powell, ACF president,
helped organize the event.

"We can plan prayer and praise meetings like
thai ant, but It's Cod who's going to pack out the
ballroom with people then- (or no Other rv,w>n
than to glorify him," Meiburger siid. "Tonight
was just the beginning "
As the meeting ended, Jeantet said, "Our
intention was not for this to be a one lime
thing." He then announced the start of weekly
■II-campua prayer meetings that will meet
each Tuesday night from 5 to 6 p.m. at a location to be determined as well as a |\1U prayer
network.
JMU's first All-Campus Prayer and PraJflC
meeting took place in November 1999 in
Wilson Hall
For information on the weekly prayer meetings
or the prayer network, e-mail Powell at ;*mW/n
"I can't wait to see what God is going to do
next," Powell slid.

NEW « USED
\
1790-96 E MARKET STREET
t Kroger Shopping Center)
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Vaulted AacUf Hotfoot
Tattoos & Piercings

Give yourself Usxse
to iieal before ^ou peel!
Come in today and get the piercing of your choice
in time to show it off for Spring Break!

Be the first kid on your
block to write for News!

Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

Call now while stories last!
Call Jen, Tom or Richard at x6699

HOURS:
Tues - Sat: 12 - 7pm
Closed Sun & Mon
Piercings Wed - Sat
Walk-ins Welcome

433-5612
www.paintedladytattoo.com
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42

ROOMMATE CONNECTION
WWW.SUNCHASE.NET
^SW

S™(foSE

n

442-4800
IOUSIN0
OPPORTUNITY

rifcu
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THE BREEZE

Shooting isolated incident'
SHOOTING, from i<ag, 1
noise from his IMlghboil' television in IIHI i-l and was surprised he didn't hear the
gunshot.
Cruys said he heard people run down
the stairs a little after 10 p.m. on Sunday
.ml saw three people kive in ■ i.ir He
slid he didn't think there was any need to

,.d] the poliOi
Barry Kelley. properly manager for
lunkhouscr and AMOdltea, which owns
Ihe majority of the Hunters Ridge units,
slid no one contacted him with anything
uut of the ordinary that night. Kelley cat
nes a beeper for emergence Junior Peter Bagnulo, Cruys' roommate,
said no police had arrived' at the crime

scene when he left for IKK shortly after
10 p.m. When he returned at about 11:15
p.m., Bagnulo said there were three or four
offican outside apartment K with duffel
bags and brief cases. He said four police
c.its wen in Ihe parking lot in front of the
building.
Cruys said two police cars remained in
the lot when he went to bed at about 3 a.m.
on Monday.
Senior Paul Wise, a second-floor resident of the building, said he only heard
ullingbetween lOand 11 p.m.
"I didn't hear (a] gunshot," Wise said.
"It (the shooting) surprised the crap out of
me."
Bagnulo, Cruys and Wise said they
have not had problems with Fields or

Whitelow in the past. Kelley said he has
never received complaints regarding the
two men.
"(Fields and Whitelow) make noise like
anybody else," Bagnulo said.
Cruys said, "It's not like they're really
unruly or anything ... We make just as
much noise as anybody else."
The three Hunters Ridge residents said
the shooting will not cause them to leave
their apartments.
"We like our apartment," Bagnulo said.
"We're pretty happy here."
Kelley said none of his residents have
requested to move out due to the shooting.
"It was an isolated incident between
people that knew each other," Kelley said.

CHECK OUT WWW.THEBREEZE.ORG
GET UPDATED NEWS

&

ONLINE POLLS
This week's question: What do you think

of the new Breeze?

AMPS. DRUMS AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

- www.homttonnmiitie.iitt

Hometown is
Expanding!

Start Mtart:
T.t, Tkur, Fri;
10 5 S.I
Cloud WW.tit.y t

Smfcy

Royster said the two
organizations bring in difAKL members discovered
ferent crowds and the comwas
Easter
weekend.
bination will benefit all in
Oleksiak said they didn't
percentage of tickets. The
want to use that weekend
event will cost $15.
because they expect many
Habitat for Humanity
people to be gone.
and AKL are still working
"They were in a bind.'' out all the details, including
Royster said. "They had
who will be responsible for
already
what and
started
to
how probook
ceeds will
bands."
be distrib*
Oleksiak
u t e d .
said he saw
Royster
that Habitat
said all the
f
o
r
charities
Humanity
— Jimmy Royster will get
was holdllabilal lor HunumK PR thair proceeds,
ing
an
including
event
on t
h
e
that
day.
Habitat
"We saw the potential for
for
Humanity
national
merging the events," he organization
and
the
said.
Lombardi
Cancer
Last week, Oleksiak con- Organization. They are still
tacted Habitat for Humanity
deciding on the name of the
and the two groups decided combination event.
to combine the events.
The Zeta Spike Fest vol"It helps both of us,"
leyball tournament, organRoyster said. "We can
ized by Zeta Tau Alpha, will
expand both the events."
also take place at the event,
Oleksiak said, "I think it's just ,is it has in the past dura great opportunity." He ing Lombardi Gras. AKL
said students often feel they will also have its 5K run in
have to choose between sevthe morning.
eral big campus events like
Royster said Habitat for
these. 1 le said by combining
Humanity
has
already
them, they can attract more booked the band Stable
people. "We hope to get a
Roots, while AKL has
bigger draw and make it a
booked Ki: Theory and
bigger event."
lighting Gravity.
HABITAT, from page 1

a—

It helps both of us.
We can expand
both the events.

Lose
12 lbs
by Spring Br

Expanded Showroom Area
MM,

Habitat, AKL
combine events
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New Models Coming In

10t

I 5

The
Weight
Is Over

Hometown Music

Cuit»«s.
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1012 Reservoir St., Harrisonburg
Suite A (Across from Hardcc's)

574-4141

in the Ace Made building,
43+4159 • 2990 S Miln Street

M-W-F9a.m.-7p.m.
T-Th 9a.rn.-3p.rn.

Wi nm,Win,mWinm,WiTi,m

When it snows
or freezes
and you want
to know
if JMU is open,
closed or
opening late...

Win!!! Win!!! Win!!!

WinH.Eariy Birds ni^in!!!!
the Better Choices!
The 2001-2002 JMU Living Contract is DUE

H

February 16th, 2001 to Huffman BIOI.
If you would like to have a chance at the top

Listen to 1610 AM
on your radio

room reservation priority numbers, meet
the following deadlines to

• OR •

WIN!!! WIN!!! WIN!!! WIN!!! WIN!!! WIN!!!

Tune in any area radio
or TV station
(most stations will make announcements
ONLY when JMU is closed)

February 9th: 3 winners drawn
February 14th: 1 winner drawn

• OR •
Check oui www.jmu.edu

• OR •
Call '133-5300

On February 2nd we had 6
lucky winners! They are: J*

&

Jennifer Villone
Sidney Evans
Erin Ebert
Kristen Rushing

Molly Baker
office of residence He
|AMES MADISON UNIVERSITY!

Emily Hartberger

€5

Please da not lie up Ihe University's
telephone lines by calling campus polite
or lite campus operator

M

6
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College News
Secret Service to stay
with Chelsea at Stanford

that has kept female faculty
members from receiving pay.
treatment and representation
Looks like Chelsea Clinton equal to their male counterparts
The announcement comes
should be pretty sate during her
after a conference, held last
last year at Stanford University
In former President Bill month at the Massachusetts
Clinton's final days in office, he Institute of Technology involving
signed a directive ordering officials Irom Yale, Princeton,
Secret Service protection for Stanford and Harvard universiChelsea to be temporarily ties; the universities of
Californiaextended, the Associated Press Pennsylvania,
reported Jan 25 Chelsea's Berkeley and Michigan; and
California
Institute
of
Secret Service protection was
scheduled to end when her Technology, as well as MIT.
Representatives of each school
lather left office Jan. 20
Clinton also signed a similar signed a pledge in support of
equal
representation for women,
directive for former Vice
particularly in the fields of sciPresident Al Gore on Jan. 19
ence
and
engmeenng.
Secret Service spokesman
"Institutions of higher educaJim Mackin would not say how
ong the protection would be tion have an obligation, both
offered or it Chelsea would be tor themselves and tor fhe
covered until she graduates this nation, to fully develop and utilize all the creative talent availtall the AP reported.
With a few exceptions. able," read a statement from
the
conference, held late last
Chelsea has remained out of
the spotlight during her lather's month, in which the representatives
stated that for female
tenure in the White House.
During the Monica Lewinsky faculty, "barriers still exist."
Leaders at the conference
ordeal. Chelsea served as a
bond between her parents She touched on three basic goals
tor
its plan* a faculty as diverse
also accompanied her mother,
as its student body; full repreSen Hillary Clinton (D-NY)
sentation
and equality lor
during her recent campaign and
female faculty, and a system
on foreign-relations trips
which
does
not look down on
The press-including Stanford
with obligations to chilUniversity's student newspa- faculty
per-has also taken a hands-olf dren and family.
approach, at the Clinton's urging. The Stanford Daily pledged NCAA hoops may hold
not to cover Chelsea and even tournament in Atlanta
went so far as to fire staff writer
Jesse Oxleld after she wrote
The NCAA is reportedly
an opinion piece about how backing off a threat to pull the
Chelsea's presence on campus 2002 Final Four trom Atlanta
inconvenienced students.
after the state of Georgia
There have, of course, been unveiled its new flag this week.
a few leaks about Chelsea's The NCAA was protesting the
love life 'and her internship on Confederate symbol's domiMontana ranch where she nant place on the Georgia flag
dealt with cattle and animal The symbol is still present on
embryo transfers.
the new flag but is much smallUnder a 1997 change in fed- er in size.
eral law. the Clintons will be
The NCAA wasn't keen on
the last former president and leaving Atlanta because it
first lady eligible for Secret would cause a logistical nightService protection for life. mare finding a new city on
When President George Bush such short notice. The future
and his wife Laura leave the Final Four lineup is as follows
White House they will be (all domes); Minneapolis ('01),
ottered protection for a maxi- Atlanta (02), New Orleans
mum of 10 years
(03). San Antonio ('04) and St.
Louis (OS).
Top schools pledge to
This year's first round, secincrease female faculty ond round and regional sites
are as
follows:
East:
Think of it as a new incarna- Greensboro, N.C. and Nassau.
NY.,
with
regional
in
tion of Superlriends. only with
Philadelphia. Midwest: Dayton
less brawn and more brains
and
Kansas
City;
San
Antonio
Nine universities, including
several Ivy League schools, South: Memphis and New
have joined forces in hopes of Orleans; Atlanta. West Boise
bridging the gender equality gap and San Diego; Anaheim.
The women's regonals are in

jr

\.

Applications NOW
available for the

Pittsburgh, Birmingham, Denver
and Spokane, with the Final
Four in St. Louis.

MIT death touch
Eleven years. 11 suicides.
That's the grim truth at the
Massachusetts Institute ol
Technology, which has a suicide
rate at least 38 percent higher
than that ol 11 other schools
leatured in a study published
this week by the Boston Globe.
According to the study, undergraduates at MIT are three
times more likely to commit suicide (20.6 deaths per 100,000
students) than undergraduates
nationally (seven deaths per
100,000), and 53 percent more
likely to kill themselves than typical 17- to 22-year-old
Amencans (13.5 per 100,000).
Ten ol the 11 students who
have committed suicide since
1990 were undergraduates, the
study said.
According to the Globe, students at MIT feel that mental
health services on campus are
not lit to combat a "culture of
suicide' that "has festered on
campus." The article notes that
while the number of counseling
cases have climbed 60 percent
in the last six years, menta
health facilities and staffs have
not grown at all.
Taking the entire student population into consideration. MIT's
rate (10.2 per 100,000) is 38
percent higher than that of
Harvard (7.4 per 100,000).
which ranked second in the
study. Suicide rates at Duke,
Cornell, Michigan and Rice
Universities and the University
ot Illinois, among the other
schools, were also represented
in the study
Madelyn Gould, a professor
of psychiatry at Columbia
University, told the Globe that
the manner of these deaths at
MIT—eight of these suicides
have come from students
jumping out of a window—
showed a "suicide conlagion"
in which such fates have come
with the territory.
"Somehow they've normalized
that jumping out a window is
OK." she told the Globe
MIT President Charles M.
Vast, however, told the Globe
that such an acceptance ol
death on campus is not prevalent at MIT
"I do not believe lor a minute
that students actually consider
this a casual matter,'' he said in
a written statement.

CARRIE KUTNER SCHOLARSHIP
WHO:

This award will go to one rising
sophomore, junior, or senior
exemplifying outstanding character
who consistently demonstrates a
genuine loe for the university.

WHERE:

Applications AVAILABLE at
STUDENT AMBASSADOR website...
http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/ambassadors,
on the commons this week only or In
Sonner Hall.

\VHEN:

DUE at noon on Friday, February 23rd
in Sonner Hall.

PPP'S CONTACT
Holly § baylishm or Jen § nelsonjn

Sponsored by:

Student Ambassadors

TODAY, Feb. 8th and Friday, Feb. 9th
(8am-4pm) PC Ballroom

**IS\

-from wire reports

\

lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
tj-

ij.

b|-

ij]

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O

S}

^ $

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
' Taved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

WANTAGE REALTY
ANAGEMENT GROUP
' INC

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

<0t (540)432-9502
JBOL

www.oldemillvillage.com
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Affirmative action
may be axed at UW
BY SARAH PISCIOTTI

Having such an enormous
response, Mohs decided to ask
University of Wisconsin the UW Regents to ban affirmaregent Frederic Mohs' proposal tive action in UW admissions.
to end race-based admissions at
However, his proposal has
UW-Madison has met volumes been met with skeptism on the
of support and opposition.
board. UW student Regent Joe
Last
month,
Mohs Alexander is strongly opposed
announced his campaign to to the notion of ending affirmaend racial preferences in admis- tive action in UW admissions.
sions. Since then, he has
According to Alexander, the
received hundreds of letters intent of affirmative action in
UW
admissions is "the reality to
and many telephone calls from
backing Wisconsin residents, extend opportunities to perhaps
the regent said.
what (opportunities] weren't
Mohs' initial interest in race- there before."
based admissions sparked
To ensure that minorities are
when he was a student at UW. .. given opportunities, Mohs is
A good friend of Mohs' was asking the state for additional
rejected by UW because "his funding for scholarships for
category 'white male' was full," minority students and Plan 2006,
even though he was a student the Pre-College Enrichment
with good credentials and had Opportunity
Program
for
great potential for success in the learning Excellence.
law field.
Mohs said it is not his
Since then, Mohs has placed intent to prevent diversity or
a question in the Wisconsin put an end to minorities'
Trends Poll asking whether opportunities to succeed;
Wisconsin residents agree with however, Mohs is trying to
having race a determining fac- halt giving students special
tor in UW admissions, and just treatment based on their race.
over 84 percent of those polled
"Loweringthe bar at college
admissions time is way too late.
said no.
The Badger Herald

Police Log, from page 2
Nicholas T. Craggs, 20, of Richmond, was arrested and charged with underaged possession of alcohol and driving after reportedry consuming, alcohol in
G-JotonFeb. 4 at 1:10 am.
Alcohol Violation
A JMU student was judicially referred lor substance abuse of alcohol on Feb. 3 at 12:15 am. at
Mr Chips.
A JMU student was (udkaaJry referred for an alcohol violation on Feb. 4 at 12:45 am in the Godwin
bus stop area.
Assault
A JMU student reported that an unknown male hit
him in the nose. which knocked him into Newman
Lake on the lake side of Greek Row on Feb. 4 at 3:09

Lnv
Approximately 50 people reportedy gathered
near the lakeside area and some were in the lake.
Trespass
Trespass notices were served on two non-students on Oct 20 Involving an Incident that reportedly occurred off Greek Row in October.

but it is the easiest thing to do,"
he said.
"(The real problem] is the
pressure to make numbers. It
makes people feel good, but it's
not getting the job done."
Nevertheless, when Tsaka
Barrows,
chair
of
the
Multicultural Student Coalition,
was asked if he agreed with
Mohs' plan to abolish affirmative
action, he responded, "Hell, no!
"In order for students to learn
from one another, there has to be
a well-diversified educational
atmosphere," Barrows said.
Barrows also believes that a
diversification eases up on the
minority students, who have
the unfair burden of having to
speak up in class because of the
lack of other minorities.
By planning to ban affirmative action in admissions, Mohs
is going in the opposite direction, causing the problem of
diversity to worsen and become
even more racially unbalanced.
Barrows said.
UW-Madison
chancellor
John Wiley has also expressed
his strong opposition to the
proposal.

Petty Larceny
" A pizza heating bag and a large pizza were reportedry stolen from a delivery vehicle on Feb. 3 at 2:20
a.m. at Hillside Hall.
The objects were reportedry stolen when the
delivery person was making another delivery.
The reported cost of the pizza and the heating bag
is $45.
■ A JMU student reported that several rruscelaneous Items had been taken from common areas
such as bathrooms and hallways on Greek Row over
the past several weeks on Feb. 3 at 5:38 p.m.
Cosmetic items along with $90 in cash were
reported missing.
• JMU students reported that $100 In cash was
missing from their room and two cinder blocks that
were supporting a bed were broken in Hoffman HaN
between Feb. 2 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 3.
There were reportedly no signs of a forced entry.
• A victim reported that a temporary Maryland tag
had been stolen from a car in the Convocation
Center D-lot at Feb. 4 at 3:07 p.m.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28:49
Number of parking tickets issued between Jan. 29
and Feb. 4:1,056

Top Ten Reasons to Work at UD
10. Gain real world business experience
9. Build your resume

Mrarketins
N TERNSHIPS

8. Make money
7. Build personal and professional relationships
6. It's better than making coffee or copies
5. Have fun!

2001 *^

Wt will be interviewing on your campuj
February 15 and Mirth 29.
To set up an Interview.
or tor more information on
rewarding summer
ulei & marketing internships
call I 800-743 S55* .157.

4. Be part of a team
MVilComCirtk ■ Cfn»«IHiSNC VM*
(ltt» 741-SSS* • Fu (fiflftMSll
<*w*>unw«rw*r*rMianM(Of"

3. Network with national companies
2. Win a cruise

University

«SK? B I)irccu>rk>

I. Support your college community

8, 2001 |THK BRKEZFJ7

OCL HOUSING FAIR!
Looking For Housing?
Exploring Options?
Have Questions?
You Need To Be
Here!
Giveaways, good people and the right information.
Come visit with local complexes and ORL.
What more could you ask for?

College Center February 8
12:00-7:00
Brought to you by the Office of Off Campus Life
TDU Rm 112 X6071 wfs1.jmu.edu/ocl
WE DELIVER

Stay out of the Doghouse!
Be sure to order your
Valentine's Flowers'.
433-3352
Toll free: 888-395-30S2
600 Univctilly Blvd.
tLirilMMibuni
(NEXT TO COSTCO)
design with an ARTISTIC I flak hv JMU *

mgratulations Tri Delta on all of
Your Hard Work Fall Semester!

4.0

^S Qand higher

Carrie Albright, Ashleigh Beam,

Andrea Gocke, Jill Grigg, Trisha Gonitzke

Carol Culley, Meghan Delaney, Kimberly Harley,

Jen Miller, Amy Sellers, Sara Siegle

Caroline Milligan, Rachel Rann, Jen Wenz

Lora Tomasetti, Kristin Younger

Chaplain of the NY yankees
and giants...
_\l//

McGOVERNI
th»s

carrolac@jmu.edu

speaks at CRU* Thursday, Feb. 8th
8:00pm - the new IS AT auditorium
sponsored by campus crusade for christ*

8
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CjftW 5«erchfM for Forttmafes?

a ROOMMATE PARTY at South View!
Today, February 8, 4 - 7 p
snacks, prizes, and more!

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

The Commons .

South View " H

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 9 am-5:3o pm
Sat 10 am-4 pm
Sun Noon-4 pm
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SPOTLIGHT
BECKY GABRIF.IViwff^iowjmp^r

TopiC: how do yOU
like the Changes made
to The Breeze?
"It's too awkward
to turn the pages
in class."

SGA overstepping bounds with a
proposed Flag Burning Response Bill

Michelle Griffin
sophomore, marketing
"It's hard to hide
from teachers."

Laura Bosco
sophomore, psychology/pre-med
"I'm a big fan, it
looks like I'm
reading a real
newspaper."

I

Matthew Tschetter
senior, economics

" It's not the
size
that
matters,
it s
what you do
with it.

The events of the Jan. 24 flag burning are still sparking commentary around campus. While most
of the residual conversations have
been successful in eliciting discussion.
some of them have only been successful in presenting the closc-mindedness
of some students.
At the last meeting of the Student
Government Association, two hours of
the governing body's time was used to
discuss a proposed Flag Burning
Response Bill, according to a Feb. 5
Breeze article.
The intent and text of the bill were
in a word — ludicrous.
Arts and Letters senators Matt Conrad and Kristen Vetri proposed the
bill, which even if accepted by SGA,
would be superceded by federal law,
which protects the burning of the
American flag as a First Amendment
right.
The bill stated, "On behalf of ourselves and the students we represent
(we) denounce this misuse of a powerful, symbolic gesture ... and would
hope to see and will encourage
through its example a campus environment that produces such dtsCOUTM
without using means that an* blatantly
Offensive to members of its community," according to a Feb. 5 Breeze article
While the majority of

... this bill would thwart
discussion and it would
cross a dangerous line in
which student opinions
would be oppressed.

-»Response Bill seems so ludicrous.
The fact that the bill received any
votes at all is equally scary. The bill
was overturned 36-14, with six
abstentions, according to the Feb. 5
article.
Junior Class President Bryan Mabry,
who strongly argued for the bill said,
"This bill is the first step in getting dis, llSSion started."

What do you think? Visit www.thebreeze.org to
cast your vote.e.

To begin, I am ch»xtsmg to

number 48 for affordable housing.

ignore the issues and logistics of

When asked who his favorite
philosopher is. Bush named Jesus

flag burning and First Amendment nghts. While I .un pleased
the event sparked such intense
free-speech debate, *his column
will not concern itself with thai
argument, bui rather, a few of my
personal motivations behind mi
tially making a statement

An

The Breeze
Gina Montefusco
Alison Manser
Christine Anderson
Carrie Klinker
Jen Bonds

Christ Bush's political record dixes
mrthing to indicate any desire lo
live Ml life in accordance with the
teachings of Jesus Christ.
It is offensive to me to see the
flag hononng Bush, who by
rhrtfhTg John Ashcrott as attor-

Many people were offended
by the burning of the flag How-

ney
general,
has
validated
Ashcroft's historv of intolerance

ever, the flag has recently been
associated with ideals and poli-

and dLscnmination.
Ashcroft has a truly appalling

cies that I find morally reprehen-

political career,
racism, homo-

sible. The ethical controversy
should not he focused around the

phobia,

reli-

Tom Steinfeldt

destvr.ition of an arbitrary symbol but rather, whether or not the

g i o u s
hypocrisy, and

Richard Sakshaug

concepts and values that the flag

corporate inter

Sieve Glass

represents are being honored by

Julie Sproesser

our government
The American flag was draped

ests that o>mpromised the

Amanda Capp

TIM WESTBERG

Andrew Tufts
Travis CHngenpeel
Jennifer Surface
Kristen Petro

and this is num.1 Own anv governor in American historv Hush

interest. Both Bush and Norton
support opening the Arctic

openly mocked one of his victims

National Wildlife Refuge for oil
and mining.

on Tarry King Live" Another
tvafl mentally ill, the recipient of

Finally, it is crffrnsive to me to
see the flag being waved and

physical and
mental abuse
throughout her life, but she was

defended by peopk1 tm our campus
who have exhibited atrocious

executed

behavior and thoroughly back-

nonetheless

ward political perspectives in
response to a peaceful, non-vio-

a
... the flag has recentlx
been associated with
ideals and policies... I find
morally reprehensible.

One man on
death row was
almost certa in-

lent expression of thought. Some
of these students have resorted to

ly innocent, as
another man

homophobic name-calling told

had confessed

threatened myself and others
with physical harm, and exhibited

us to be "proud" that we're white,

he
the

who is unfit for the office of the

desegregation
ot s. hools I ven worse, he ton

to me to see
the flag htmonng Bush, a man

meant to he the manifesto of any

Inbuted to a maga/me called

who is furthering the destruction

group. It is not meant to be a com-

Southern
RVHMTI,
where
he
defended leaders of the Confeder-

of the environment, our world,

prehensive or complete list of
problems, or issues of concern.

acy. Snutrirm ParliMii is known for

has a horrible environmental

Students should also note Ovit

championing the concept of white
supremacy, as well as taking radi

record in Texas. Under Bush's
administration,
Texas
was

I ciuild wnte an equally vitnolic

cally anti-feminist and anti gav

ranked number one in the nation

stand's
Ashcmft's

for pollution released by manufacturing plants In addition,

Flip De Luca

religious rhetonc carelessly and
shamelessh as he attempts to

Alan Neckowitz

court the extremely influential
religious right The dogmas of
Christianity are quite clear when
it comes to defining behavior, i.e.
feeding

the

hungry,

treating

every man as Christ himself, thou
shalt not kill, etc. The contradu
lions between Bush's political
career and the moral structure he
pajfl lip service to are apparent il
you take a look at his record as
governor of Texas
l-Xiring Bush's term H governor [evas hi tasted the second
highest number ol t hiUlren li\ ing

The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University.

the environment. This would
appear to be a direct conflict of

more' than fix' rest of the country
combined during the same period,

fought

Ryan Pudloski

Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be
no more than 800 words, and both will be published on a »pace available
basis. They must he delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday
The Breeif reserve* the right to edit for clarity and space

die under hts nik' as governor,

retary of the interior. Gale Nor-

I.ou is

gious hyptxrite. He thnnvs around

Steve Glass
Opinion Editor

ton, has a history of fighting for
less government regulation of

me lo see the flag honoring a man

Xris Thomas

The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion ot any individual Half member of ihr Bret-re

despite his supposed Christian
beliefs, has allowed 152 people to

Bush took office It is offensive to

Cindy Tinker

EDITORIAL POLICY

with

nmmental issues in general.
Bush's nomination for sec-

D.C. on Jan. 20 when George W.

president.
To begin. Bush is dearly a reli-

To trie press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumpiis which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison

fraught

deserves to be treated as such.
It is offensive to me to see the
flag honoring Bush, a man who,

integrity of his
own
political
career In St.

ajnd wav ing all over Washington,

Meghan Murphy

Editorial Board:
AlUon Manser
Managing Editor

And it certainly is not the place of
SGA to propose a bill that is not representative of the opinion of the student
body. The bill would denounce the
actions that the flag burning was the
impetus for — an open mic rally on
the commons for students to discuss
the current political state of the United States, letters and columns
throughout The Breeze further discussing the issue, and even the personal conversations amongst friends
debating politics and First Amendment issues.
It is surprising that the SGA would
waste two hours of its time discussing
this proposed bill; however, it is a
relief to see that most members were
in disagreement with the bill.
SGA Webmaster and ISAT Sen.
Andrew Miller may have said it
best: "Creating tension is not a bad
thing ... it's a good thing th.n has
opened discussion."

Demonstrator offers reason for flag burning

sophomore. BMED

Gina Monlefusco
Kdiiof

-«-

In fact, this bill would thwart discussion and it would cross a dangerous line in which student opinions
would be oppressed.
Senior Harris Pamell, who attended
the SGA meeting, said. "Whether
based on flag burning or any other
form of protest, it is not the place of
the SGA to judge what form of expression is acceptable."

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Melissa Plaugher

Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Plioto director
Newt editor
News editor
Asst news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst style/focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sport* editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Graphics editor
Adviser*

the student body appeared to be in
disagreement with the actual burning
of the flag, the consensus on campus
seemed to be that the discussion it
sparked was positive. Students
exhibited an unparalleled respect for
the First Amendment by acknowledging the right to burn the flag in
protest. Perhaps this is the reason
that this proposed Flag Burning

in poverty in the nation It also
ranked MOOnd highest for children without health insurance,
number 4N in percapita spending
for health uire. numUr L7 fat
delivery of social services, ami

-99-

revoltingly anh-

to the crime.
He too
killed

was

It is offensive

and therefore, our future. Bush

general political ignorance combined with a complete lack of
desire to rectify that situation.
That said, this column

LS

not

condemnation of Bill Clinton's
political cams My criticisms an?
not party-specific; Bush is receiving the brunt of my attack because

quafiad loncephons of humanity
do not end there. Ashcroft Ls also a
blatant and outspoken opponent

Texas ranked second to last in

of women's nghts. He aLso favors

one would doubt Bush's future
concern for pressing environmen-

beyond the issue of flag burning
and begin discussing ways in

tal pmbltms dunng his tenure as

which our campus can become an
example of a politically aware,

a constitutional amendment to
ban all abortions. The technical!-

overall environmental spending
Considering these statists

ties ot abortion are a contmver
sial issue, one that is largely opin-

president Since Bush has demonstrated littk'concern far OUT natur-

ion based, and therefore beyond

al world, the position of secretary
of the interior is of the utmost

the scope of my intended discussion. I remain extremely wary of

importance regarding the critical

a male with distinctly backward
ideas regarding women's rights

situation of our planet. The secretary of the interior is the caretaker

having such poll heal influence
on such an important issue It is a
women's rights
issue,
and

of all federal lands, including
National Parks, and holds the
responsibilitv of addressing envi

he happens to have dangenxis
ideas about human life.
I nope that now we can move

poMtfcaB)

active

and

socially

responsible institution.

Timothy Wettberg is a sophomore
I nglt$h motor. Tor an tmabrUgtj
version of tint column or to leave
GOflHRenff, visit www.geoci-

tlta com/youroplnlonraatters200T /jmu html
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OPINION

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

LEONARD VANWYK

Friends don't let friends drive on campus
T

he recent uproar on the JMU campus
over parking problems — faculty
bemoaning the loss of parking spaces,
students upset .it being charged for a parking
garage that thev will never be able to use, and
everyone complaining about the cost of a parking permit that can be more accurately be
described as a "hunting permit" has a simple,
regrettable cause overdependence on the
automobile. This is also one of the causes of
another campus uproar: the safety issue on
South Main Street.
The vast majority of people associated with
JMU live in Harrisonburg, and thus live within two miles of campus; many live significantly closer. Yet a large percentage of these people
insist on commuting to campus by car. When
one considers the time wasted patrolling for an
available parking space and then walking a
half-mile to a final destination, the decision to
drive is based more on habit than on logk
Because people are saturated in a car-dominated culture, they insist on transporting
themselves in gasoline-powered, single-occupancy vehicles instead of utilizing more efficient, leM environmentally damaging transportation options.
An intelligent and cost-effective solution to
the campus's parking shortage is to reduce the
demand for parking by providing inu-imws

encouraging alternative transportation use
In part to convince the local government to
and/or instituting penalties for driving. JMU improve conditions for bicyclists, a group of
has done the latter, in the form of a parking citizens has begun holding monthly "critical
fee, but unfortunately it seems intent on mate" bicycle rides in Harrisonburg. The first
using the funds to increase the
ot these rides, on Oct. 28,
supply of parking, rather than to
involved 100 to 150 ridimplement more progressive
— ers. (See www.harrisonCi
strategies. (To adapt a popular
burg_em.tripodxoM
for
saying, building more parking
details
about
these
An intelligent and
spots to cure a parking shortage
events.) As the number of
is like loosening your belt to
these
cost-effective solution participants
cure obesity.)
rides increases, hopefulSome progressive strategies to
o the campus
campus*parking
parking iy both Hamsonburg
JMU
could
implement
JMU will recognize
shortage
is
to
reduce and
include: purchasing shuttle
the huge number of
busses to transport people around
potential bicyclists in the
the demand for
the far corners of campus (since
area and see the wisdom
far too many people drive from
of
working together to
parking...
one side to the other), building a
invest in a solid bicyviable bicycle network on camcling infrastructure.
pus, working with Harrisonburg
The high volume of
to build bicycle lanes and sideautomobile traffic
walks of adequate width between student
also
directly
housing centers and campus, and developing impacts the safety of bicyclists and pedestrians
a creative reward system for nondrivers.
around campus. Bicycling on or walking
[MU should be a stellar example of a bicy- across Bluestone Drive in the heart of campus
cle- and pedestrian-friendly community — an is an adventure, and the perils of crossing
example the City of Harrisonburg could build South Main Street — where Amy Thompson
on, but instead it has sleadfastlv continued to (my wife) was hit and almost killed by a
cater to the automobile
speeding car last March, have been well docu-

THE POISON PEN

mented in The Breeze. (Ironically, in two past
house editorials, The Breeze first appealed
for improved safety on South Main Street
and then requested more parking spaces on
campus, apparently not noticing the crosspurposes of these two opinions.) Simply
put, the fewer drivers there are around campus, the safer life will be for nondrivers.
Even though JMU has not yet shaken off
its auto-dependent mindset, each of us
can still practice "smart transportation"
on our own by walking, bicycling, or taking
the bus. For those of you who live in
Harrisonburg, I suggest you perform the following experiment: measure the total time
(door-to-door) it takes you to travel fafll
home to campus by (a) walking, (b) riding
your bicycle, (c) riding the bus and (d) driving. Factor in the frustration of hunting for
the elusive parking spot, the cost of a JMU
parking sticker, the cost of driving and the
environmental damage caused by using your
car. Give it some thought, and then decide
what your optimal transportation option is
You might be surprised about the conclusion
you draw.
Ironard VanWyk is an assistant professor in the
department of mathrmatu - and statist ws

TERRENCE NOWLIN

Finding a place for a Fruit Roll-Up collection,
a run-down Volvo and a brain cell named Earl
Next year, I'm in the doghouse. Almost
literally, considering I have no living
arrangements at the present time.
This, of course, is my fault, due to a couple
of factors.
The first minor factor is the fact that I know
no one. Alright, I do, but the subject of living
arrangements never comes up in regular conversation and most of my friends had filled
apartments lined up long before now.
The other problem I have is allowing mail
from the Office of Residence Life to reach my
parents' hands before it reaches my own. I
believe the theme of this year's "don't-liveoff-campus" letter to parents was "apartments
will be available later, so don't let your child
sign a lease now."
This convinced my parents to have me put
off worrying about living situations until,
well, now. ORL forgot to mention to parents In
this newsletter that on-campus contracts are
due Feb. 16. With schoolwork, maintaining
extra-curricular activities and my Fruit RollUp collection, that leaves me approximately
7.2 hours to find somewhere and someone
with whom to live.
For this reason, I have invested a whole
brain cell in responding to this catastrophe. This brain cell, whom I have named
Earl, has analyzed my options. This is what
F.arl has found in his investigation: On campus housing; Earl says both the pros and cons
tor this. > hoice ait innumerable. This is a great

Darts
and
Pats
Darts & Pali are submitted
anonymously and printed on a spaceavai fable Basis. Submissions are
based upon one person !v opinion of a
tivm situation, person or event and
do not necessarily reflect the truth.

idea should I want to share my air and ration
And finally, the ultimate choice of JMU stumy shower time with one or more human dents, living in an apartment: Earl has taken
beings. Should I live on campus, I will enjoy note that Harrisonburg would not be the
the proximity of academic buildings had I not buzzing metropolis that it almost is without
been a SMAD major, waltzing to the Modular the 7.5 billion apartment complexes, with
Building on a daily basis, but I will
numerous
tempting
still have the benefit of nearby dinoffers to lure in stuing facilities.
dents. Some of the
Let's not also forget my being
newer complexes are
1
live
three
hours
away
honored as the first senior to
offering such amenities
freely admit to living on camas free ethernet, cable,
...
my
trusty
Volvo...
pus in JMU history and having betclubhouse
privileges
ter predicted academic performwill set a world record and a free girlfriend,
ance, according to ORL. The major
complete with a BMW
for the highest number 3-Series. They haven't
disadvantage to living conveniently on campus besides the whole
Earl. He knows
of miles ever traveled. fooled
sharing my air problem is having
ethernet can't be free.
to walk across campus to fetch my Besides this difficulty,
car, should I choose against the
finding three or four
Harrisonburg Transit.
roommates to live with
Next
option;
renting
a
house: can be a grueling process this late in the game.
Mahahahaha, says Earl. He thinks that's I even went as far as to stop at a particular
funny. Besides being far from campus in most apartment complex that had a convenient
cases, and having to fight for a commuter booklet of folks who had filled out surveys, in
parking space, it's expensive and high main- hopes of sharing the happiness in their lives
tenance. The last reason Earl needs to strain and their rent payments. Each group had conis over a broken water pipe or mysterious veniently filled out a questionnaire describing
bodies in a sketchy basement
themselves. Driving me away were comments
Third option; commuting from home: I live like, "We plan to burn the carpet in all seven
three hours away and if my trusty Volvo goes rooms and blame it on you," and, "We get
much farther, it will set a world record for the drunk in public so often that the Harrisonburg
highest number of miles ever traveled. Earl cops know us by name.
says no.
I took down the number of a potential

66-

Pat...
A "could-you-be-any-hotier?"' pat to the guy in my
SCOM class who never fails to "dress to imprest
Sent in In a sorority girl who would love lo ask YOU lo
her formal if you knew she existed.

Dart...

Terrence Nowlin is a ju
SMAD major who hasn't p\
bund ^Jf
a place to live yet, had to
I
replace the liwumtelon IN
his Volvo, and has commuted cellicide against
Earl (Ins past weekend.

ahum

Dart...
A "thanks-for-the-crappy-and-slow-service" dart to a
certain student hang-oul for running out of their featured
item for the third straight week only an hour after the
special started.
Sent by a gnmp of fed up, but still hungry students who
didn't pay almost $10 each for all sou , an -eat lo have lo
wall 45 minutes for one tenting, and then be told thai
•here is no more.

Pat...

A "thanks-for-the-shower" dart to the guy w ho spilled
the cold glass of water on me in I)-I,.ill' on Moml.iv
night.
Sent in In a drenched giri who thinks iluu she desei vet
a more sincere apoiog)

A "way to he creative" pat to the girl in my GHIST
class for her response lo one of our professor's questions.
Sent in by your i lassmalc who commends you for being
limns when making up the answer to a question WU
obviously didn't know.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-picking-up-lhc-slack" pat to Bobbi in the
cashier's office for helping me out with my financial
hind.
Sent m in a student who appreciate! that fact that tome
people slid rare about getting students then Imam nil
aid on time.

A "what-the-heck-is-this" dart to a certain campus
media outlet for its new paper of choice.
r mm a disgruntled sophomore who not only finds the
new format more cumbersome to lead, but I'mds ii harder to wipe his &>$$ with (Please at least m Itch to,/ toft
er paper.)

Dart...

Pat...

A "why-don't-you-find-yourself-a-rcal-girl" dart to the
guyi who were looking up pom sites for an hour in my
computer science class.
hrom a nauseous junior who thinks the two "1 \ou need
some serums counseling.

A "the-papcr-looks ,n,i//y" pal lo The Breeze for the
new. "bigger is better" design.
Sent in by a senior who enjoyed seeing the changes
before he graduated.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-heing-naticnl. understanding, willing,
supportive, loving and humorous" pal to the gorgeous
woman in the basement who always knows best.
Sent in In a secret Valentine 1 Day admirer who thinks
you are the finest girl this side qj the queen mother and
has always hud u liking for H
I-mail darts and pats lo hreezedpWjmu.edu

group which seemed less harmless and only
wanted to burn the carpet in one room and
blame it on the cat. 1 called one of the members of this group and his vocabulary was limited to simply responding with "yeah" to
everything I said. He never called back.
Perhaps it was for the better. Earl never liked
that word anyway.
This is not to mention the propaganda my
parents have received from ORL and their
accomplices, which apparently labeled apartment dwellers' activities with the term
"drunken pot orgies," something my parents
have confronted me with and don't seem to
approve of.
I am faced with a decision to make, and
after writing this column, 6.8 hours in
which to make it. So do I make my parents
or myself happier? Do I invade someone's
living space? Will I be sleeping on a bed of
straw next to a border collie for the next two
semesters? And if worse comes to worst, can
Earl and 1 live with you?

A"could-you-please-lower-your-moaning-and-squeaking" dart to a girl and her boyfriend in the village whose
activity of the night could be heard by everyone in a l(>mile radius.
Fwm a girl outside who thought sour bed was mobut
K
to break.
"
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ASK OCL
Dear OCL,
I'm looking into getting an apartment for next year, but am having trouble finding roommates. Is there a list somewhere of
people that need roommates? -Searching, 2004
Dear Searching, We hope you lake your time in |olning up wilh a roommate. Your
roommate relationship is the key to having a great year, a good year or a really
bad year. There are several options in linding a roommate. You can look on our
OCL Web site under housing listings and check out all the people who have places
lor next year and are looking tor a roommate. II you belong to a club, organization,
church group, team, etc. you may want to see il any of them are also looking.
Another option is to narrow down where you want to live and check to see il they
have a roommate profile book or il they match up people in the same situation.
Whatever you do. do not sign a lease thinking that you'll lind a roommate — this
leads to panic and grabbing Just anyone to room with you or it puts you in a position where the property can place someone with you on their own. II
you do not have anyone thai you leel comfortable with we suggest lhal
you slay on campus another year and actively pursue a roommate lhal
has similar interest and values as you do II you do pursue this now be
sure to take your time, have a list ol questions to ask the potential
roommate (smoking, sharing cost ol groceries, parties,
girllriend/boylnend staying over, interests) and think about a roommate
agreement (we have examples in our office) Good luck.

Dear OCL,
I've signed my lease for next year and I want to get all set up
before exams so I can go home after spring semester and not
worry about utilities. How do I get started and when? - David.
2003
Dear David, Our answer depends on your utilities. II you are talking about the
basic utilities - electric, water and gas - then you and your roommates need to
decide if you will put down deposits or purchase a UDAP contract from JMU to
help defray some of those start up costs Eilher way you will need to wail until April
to set these accounts up. UDAP week is in April and at lhal lime you (or a room
mate) can purchase a contract and take it to the utilities and tell them what day
you want the service to begin on. (This is the lirsl day of your lease.) You can then
go home knowing that the services will be on when you arnve back at your new
apartment at the end of summer. As for phone, cable, ethernet. they depend on
where you live, whether it is included in your lease and what company
you deal with Answer those questions then call the company lo see what
their policy is. II is much belter to take care ol this stuff belore you head
home ... good thinking!

H_|__|^_|
Submit your question to I

Outrigger Peer Educators

1112, Mail: MSC 3511 — ask-oclOjmu.adu

Those graduating or interested in local/national service:

are so excited to welcome
our new "0"s

LUNTEER FAIR

Sponsored by CCM and CSL

Monday, February 12th
11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Taylor room 405
Megan Arzt
Billy Bogard
Mike Citro
Lauren Cullumber
Bethany Diehl
Sara Gertler
Chris Kelley
Julie Larned

Jennifer Marras
Mike Navarette
Katie Palluch
Jamie Specht
Jordanna Spencer
Jennifer Terrill
David Urso
Heather Yattaw

later that evening...

Panel discussion and volunteers
who will share their personal experience
Taylor room 404
7:00 pm
Mercy Corps
Peace Corps
Amerlcorps

Congratulations *
email: club outnqqers
i://www. imu.edu/orqs/outriqqcr

oucnion.? pin. COMM <j4 7*i K»vin Koatic

Boys & Girls Club
Habitat for Humanity
Jesuit Volunteer Corp

HUNGRY?
OVER 50 ITEMS ALL U CAN EAT: Popcorn Shrimp. Beef w/ Green Pepper,
General Chicken, Kung Pao Shrimp. Chinese Dim Sum, Korean Kim Chi, Tuna
Roll. California Roll, Grilled Salmon Roll. Vegetable Roll and much much more..

ONLY $4.95

Pink
Paper

Red
Paper

LIMITED TIME ONLY

siiufk- sidixl I), w .S 1 > x 11 copies

CHIANG HOUSE
-fiafccV

829 EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(540) 574-4901 (540) 574-4902

JMU Copy Centers
Matnx32(>8

Showkcr \<mr>
Ciasal x873I
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — A confronting situation forces you to take action. Don't worry.
By the time the dust clears, you'll be in a better position. You're pushed out of your
comfort zone in February Look for what you need in April. You won't have to go far.
Work with a partner to get what you need in May and what you want in June. Look
out for another's interests in |uly and take somebody else's coaching in August. Use
somebody else's money in September. Follow a strategist's leadership in November,
even if you don't feel like it. Don't let friends talk you into debt in December
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 7 — Your romantic
plans may get messed up, and it
isn't even your fault. Actually,
you're in a better position than
vou think. Your sweetheart will come to
you for good advice, so think of something and have it ready.

sfoi

Aries (March 21-April 19)

™- Today is a 6 — Initially there's
M^^i some confusion. You're torn
^^w between wh.it you want to do
and what you should be doing.
Well, hero's the answer Do what you
should be doing first, and you'll end up
in the right place at the right time.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^ . Today is a 5 — You could be the
JjA^tluikv winner if you're careful
^WP lh.it shouldn't be much of .i
' problem MIUV that's your natural
way Be patient. It may be late tomorrow
before the results are in
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 — You might think
' vou know everything, but that
feeling should be short-lived.
' Before long you'll wonder if you
know anything at all. Don't despair. This
is part of the learning experience, of
which you're right in the middle.

&i

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 4 — Everybody thinks
they're a big shot, smooth talker
and shrewd manipulator — and
some of them might be. Keep
your eye on the shell the pea's under, or
you could wind up penniless.
Leo(July23-Aug.22)
-. Today is a 6 — Taking a bold
^^M' stance is good. Of course, you
^Pyj already knew that. That's one of
your secrets to success. A better
one today would be to know the numbers
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
,. aj^ Today is a 5 — Keep your head
">OTl down and let the hurricane pass
'MS\ over. You can't do much to
^^^- change the way things are
going, anyway. You'll probably be called
upon to clean up the mess, which is One
By then they'll listen to your opinion.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
j Today is a 5 — A seemingly
impenetrable barrier is about to
crumble. You and your friends
will have cause for celebration
soon. Don't tip your hand by letting others
know what you've already figured out.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)Today is a 7 — The plans you're
. ^* making still need revision. Hurry
•OP57 up You'll have to take action
*
soon. Abandon some of the decisions you've made to make room for cre.111 v iiy. Sharpen your pencils and get
yourself a great big eraser.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 — If you're
~wL
contemplating a major purchase,
-As do more research first. You'll find
^^w out why you shouldn't buy
several items that you thought would be
fine. Belter you should learn this before,
rather than after, you spend all your
money.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
-^ Today is a 6 — Just about
_^fc everything you suggest meets
^K resistance. That's OK. You're just
-*' ^- trying out ideas, right? Listen
carefully and take notes. You'll figure out
which of your many theories will actually
hold water

ACROSS
1 Jolly old salts
5 Heroic tales
10 Part of a process
14 Oversupply
15 Great lake
16 First victim
17 Conception
18 Former name of
Guam's capital
19 Skin opening
20 Gold rushers?
23 Ms. Peeples
24 Incited
25 Acted as
toastmaster
27 Interlock anew
30 Downy ducks
32 Writer Levin
33 Prayer ending
35 Fired
38 Memory loss
41 Soybean kernel
43 Premmger film
44 Mark _-Baker
46 Santa
CA
47 Critic Leonard
49 Ankara's land
52 German emperor
54 Shorthand, for
short
56 Well-honed skill
57 60s hit by Ernie
K-Doe
62 Pocket bread
64 Master
65 Opera set in
Egypt
66 Manipulates
67 Backslide
68 Welsh symbol
69 Turner and
Knight
70 Ice fall
71 Sand rise

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
j.
Today is a 6 — Carefully laid
ilT^i plans are quite likely to go astray
^J'over the next few days. Luckily,
you don't have to rely on
carefully laid plans. The others will look
to you for advice, with good reason.
—Tribune Media Services

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
"The work week
is over!"
Ray of "Battle
Cry"
One with regrets
"David" or "The
Thinker"
China's largest
city
Bellow's March
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SOLUTIONS TO ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

7 Portuguese
nobleman
8 First-rate
9 Entrapped
10 Blackjack
11 Red meat
choice
12 Unearthly
13 Argue a case
21 Mos. and mos.
22 Give off an odor
26 Arcing street
abbr.
27 Iranian currency
28 Ms. Bombeck
29 Freed from
slavery
31 Party to
34 Landlocked
African nation
36 Chromosome
unit
37 Singer Anita
39 Periods
40 Oregon capital
42 Surfing site?
45 Fit
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Duke Gardens

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

Madison Gardens

Madison Terrace

*iT*jr«>*tr_

fl

*5ffuL^F>*t

Variety of Homes^^^
TjPLlJi
■M^

Variety of
Townhomes

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

3 Bedrooms
w/ 3 Private Decks

3 Bedroom
Townhomes
University Place
3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info@FunkhouserManagement.com

Y

E

55 Short and to the
point
58 Bluish green
59 ln_of
60 Arabian gulf
61 "Finnegan's
63 Nincompoop

Z* tjft.t
2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

C

L

BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES

-1,2,3,4,45
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

1

1

1

48 Fairy-tale beasts
50 Cycle or sex
lead-in
51 Reagan or
MacDonald
52 Inoperative
53 Originate

Mountain View

R

1

Just The

Madison Manor

E

1

NO GIMMICKS
Hunters Ridge

6'

•,1

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
5 Gingerbread House

I
1

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home

t&
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Section Two

uazz
STORY BY STAFF WRITER KELLY SCOTT
PHOTOS BY SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER AUDREY WOOD

A:

//

mid tin-- seething, bubbling turIIUMI.

jazz rninies along fts course

ihc spirit of the age written in
tl»e musk of the people," music journalist R
VV S. Mcndi wmtc in 1927.
lime has not faded the |.i// spirit that was
to fervent In the early Hall of the century; in
tail, jazz stemmed In the past 40 years alone
into bebop, hard bop. axil ja//, .u id ja//,
,n ant-garde, hip-hop, rap and man

A student from any major may audition
allowing non-musk majors me chance to perform with employable Options, Midi as weddings, fraternity or sorority functions or
house bands.
Though JMU doei not specialize in \az/.
assistant professor of musk education and
jazz ( banes I total said. "We get studenhi
who aa1 strong (in| academics . .nul who
are also \ery strong players."

JMU's Jazz

Out on the town

Besides promoting a strong classical school
of music, ihe |\ll music department prumotes jazz's American heritage by offering it
,ts ,i mimn and open auditions tor two |m
ensembles
tlui |ML (a// I nsemble and the
|ML' |a// Hand — and si\ smaller combos.

The small groups .uidition at ( allnuin's
and pick their OH ii (instrumentation. Tney
,ils,» arrangs their own rehearsals, meet with
.i member of the faculty who coaches them
tor one hour each week, and IIH-II perform at
( aliioun s,',uh month.
Two groups play each luesd.i\ from

Each group rives public perfonnanoBs.

more TJ. Huff on guitar play at Calhoun's. Jazz Is featured there each Tuesday from 8 to
10 p.m. and each Friday from 7 to 11 p.m.

8 to 10 p.m.
"The small groups are an opportunity for
improvisation as well as working up arrannmentsand originals within the group," senior
guitarist and bandleader Sam Wilson said.
Dotas arranged the Calhoun's opportunity when he came to |ML' three years ago .is l(
chance for students to have club-playing

experitnee.
"We try and give students a sens.- ol what
it will be like in the real world," assistant pn>feSflOr David BOTgO said. BorgO is owv Of the
combo coaches and a new faculty member
Dotas also helped arrange the weekly pertormanteot the Sam Wilson Quartet, one of
|ML"s combos even Friday night at
Calhoun's as a paid position. In addition.
they perform at various locations around
I larrisonburg. The Sam Wilson Quartet also
brings in various guest performers trom
I l.ii risonburg and also performers from
Charlottesyille like John D'earth, a trumpeter
who teaches at UVa.
"I think the ensembles have helped me,
but the best learning m jazz comes from gigs
listening and personal experience and not
trom the classroom," Wilson said. He also
plays in the Jazz Ensemble.
The small combos incorporate stylos MK II
.IS tunkand bebop.
Both Dotas and Borgo compose original
works and Dotas' pieces have been played
worldwide. Horgo has performed mtemat ion.illy David I'ope, assistant professor and
head ol the |azz Kind, lias touted and played
With many talents
The jazz Easemble lead by Dotas brings
in outside artists including guitarist Royos
Campbell who will be featured at their Feb.
26 performance at Wilson Hall. Campbell is a
native ot I larrisonburg who has performed

Sophomore TJ. Huff plays the guitar at
Calhoun's last Tuesday.
in the New York lazz scene.
Next met bassist |ohn Clayton from Los
Angeles scheduled to come.
Concerts of the larger ensembles include
.unthing trom l>uke Kllingtnn i laSSkStO miuv
contempoi.ii\ pieces, and even some Dotas
originals-,uch,is'vhism. which the\ played
in tlicir December coiKVrt last seflMBSK
"I don't believe in vvatenng down the
music tor bringing in an audience." IXx.is MkL

What is "Jazz"?
Filmmaker Ken Bums just finished his 10part documentary "Jazz " which recently
aired on television.
"I think [the film is| bringing people in
but also stunting people ..." said sophomore
Matthew Wright, who is also a member of
the l.i// I nsemble and a beginning non-IMl atfiliated g/oup

-. /»//> ; *.< /

Calendar of Events
February 2

March 16

March 17

April 7

April 25

Every Tuesday

JMU Jazz Ense
and JMU Jazz B
Wilson Hall cono
8 p.m.
call x7000 for ticket

Dan Roberts recital
Anthony-Seeger

Tri-State Jazz Festival
All Day
Participants include
junior high and high
school bands from
Va.,Pa.,Md.andDC.

MACRoCk
Location yet to be
determined
8 p.m.

JMU Jazz Ensemble
and JMU Jazz Band
Wilson Hall concert
8 p.m.
$2 admission at the
door

Calhoun's
8-10 p.m.

Every Friday
Calhoun's
7-11 p.m.
no cover charge
either night
I
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Valiant 'Valparaiso'
The cast contributes to the success of Don DeLillo's 'for
mature audiences only' play now
showing in Theatre if
S*. story below

"... on the flip side, there are those
days, when you're debating a
career in fast food."
SANDRA MCCRACKEN

singer/songwriter
SM

stay page 15

Exploring
the hows
and whys
of reading

BFCKY GKbRWlJuag phuuigwphei

Students in the School of Theatre and Dance practice for the upcoming dance concert, "Oh the Place* We'll Go." This will be the last time many of
the seniors perform together before graduating. The show Is meant to demonstrate their talent and the skills they have perfected while at JMU.

Seniors from the School of Theatre and Dance
ponder the places they yll go when they leave JMU

U\ t K\ <.WlR\\ U luff t>h,.!,>trui>hrr

Senior Kelly Bartnik rehearses her solo piece,
"Undertrtted," to be featured In the next dance concert.

H\ SOUTHERN SNOW
(nntribtiiinv writer
When Will vvr be after graduation?
rVhste will our lives take us? These are just
a few questions the seniors from the School
of Theatre and Dance are posing as they
present their final self-made production.
[Wed "Oh the Places We'll Go," the concert will allow students lo present the skills
they've perfected at JMU and demonstrate
the talent that they hope will get them all the
plat m they want to go.
I he •'how will focus on modern dance,
jazi and hip hop with musical selections
ranging from pieces by techno musician
Moby and the eclectic Indigo Spirit to Big
Band sounds. Many of the pieces were created last semester during an advanced
dance composition class or for the
Contemporary Dance Ensemble performed last March.
1 he concert will feature sophomore,
junior and senior dance majors and
minors in pieces choreographed by senior
dance majors. The show also includes one

'Valparaiso'
brought to life
by Theatre II
I**i ZAK SAI
staff M filet

see DANCERS, pap V

Liven it up
with Soulive
BY JOHN NOBILE

HI

time 1 came acroas the pl.n
"Valparaiso'' by novelist Don ivi lUo wai read
i

her thinking thai .ill oi Del illo'a hnguisrj
v\,is there but something was missing i couldn » <. iaualize 01 enad in my mind the i haractera
i put it bluntly on the page,
'Valparaiso" was lifeless

REVIEW
Now, how*
h.is been
brought in the stage al l heatre ll and Is, lo pul
ii bluntly once again: uttrrK engrossing and
otherworldly
The story of the two .»t pla) peels away like
the .kin ill a fruit slowly, methodical!) Michael
Majeski, freshman Michael Dove, wakes up one
rimming ("inihr predawn darkness")and boards
an airplane heading to Valparaiso, Ohio only to
end u|i in Valparaiso, I rule by waj ol Valparaiso,
Florida
The content of the pla) stems not from his
tnp but from iin' results oi it .i mean aftermath
i dia frenty
ki finds his marriage with his wile Livia,
played by|uniot Becca VVoraiington, turning sour
and continuall) seekscomiorl in tin1 onslaught of
media ghouls thai dig like fingers into then pel
sraial and private lives They fl<Mt .ip.iri and are
tempted h\ outside forces; In the world oi

piece by assistant professor of dance
Suzanne Miller-Corso.
Miller -Corse's piece, "Boogie Down,"
concentrates on the movements of swing
and jazz and will be performed solely by
senior dance minors The dancers are seniors
Katie Edwards, Tara Lamberson, Kim
Morrison, Jen Pyles and Amy Williams.
"We have all gone different ways and
had different dancing experiences in college," I .imlvr-.Mii said. "So this is a great
way for seniors to get together for one last
performance."
Student directors, junior Lindsey Johnson
and senior Sarah Clark said they have worked
hard to coordinate a show that the audience
will enjoy and to which they can relate.
Johnson described the show as a "window into what these choreographers plan
to do in their dance careers" and noted that
the dances were created not only for this
show but may also be, "taken and used in
future endeavors."

l\M Ml HI l lU/vmor i>hot«K'<tptvr

Senior William Hinds plays Teddy Hodell In a
story about the aftermath of a media frenzy.
"Valparaiso," Interviewing is ■ conduit for Infidelity
IVhal ensues is ,i struggle between the man
Is and Ins celebrity he want* to be.
"Valparaiso Is about the temptation oi fame and
leof Ih blfl with it.
rhe 'ust ,i, t is ,, warm up" lor the second, a
haunting i.ilk show setting In which MajeaM and
bis wife are analyzed by I Vlttna Ireadwell,
played b) sophornoreR). Masks and her devilish
co-host, [eddy Hodell, played by senior William
CAST, pap V

contributing writer
One could tell by the vibe in
Charlottesville's Starr Hill Brewery's upper
room that the crowd members were enjoying
themselves. The sounds of Soulive and Project
U>gic on Saturday. Feb. 3 literally shook the
floor the whole night.
The bouncing floor seemed to unify the
crowd giving everyone a point of reference to
groove to — as if the music wasn't enough.
Blue Note recording artists Soulive, a newschool organ trio out of Manhattan, N.Y.
warmed the crowd with funky, melodically rich
and intense jams.
Saturday could be a view into the future of
music, two different genres coming together
harmoniously. With Soulive and Project Logic
this is only the start of the blending of hip-hop
and R&B roots with jazz, rock and funk.
Hopefully this is a sign of more artists who seek
to play music beyond common classifications,
those who just want to play good music.
Soulive is compromised of Neal Evans on
the Hammond B-3 organ, his brother Alan on
drums and Eric Krasno on guitar, that means
no bass — at least the physical manifestation
Evans plays all bass lines with his feet on the
organ and does so quite well keeping tunes
fresh and lively. One can not help but think
though, how the freeing up of his feet would
allow him more liberty with his hands.
Regardless, Evans' traditional B-3 sound
carries the group and when coupled with the
see SOUUVE, page 16

To paraphrase Tuco from the film "The
Good, The Bad and The Ugly": Then? are
two kinds of readers in the world, my
friend: those who enjoy reading and those
who don't.
We reed things everyday, whether we
like to or not. For th<ise in the latter group,
this is just another sad fact of life, right up
there with "you have to pay taxes" and
"nothing is ever free." Those in the former,
however, understand what an intricate
process the act of reading is.
There have been many books over the
yearsoffering insight to "the art" of reading,
some actually insightful, some nauseating,
most serving only to complicate what
should be (for those who like it) a pleasurable, relaxing act I prefer "the art" or reading
as opposed to "the art."
There is no set formula to reading; it is all
just a tangle of variables. To further hammer
the point home, let me say that no two people read in the same manner. There are those
who will only read literature, those who will
only read poetry, some only the works of
Hemingway and |oyce, only children's
books and so on. The most important factor
in reading is to read what you like. Don't be
swayed in one direction or another by
school assignments, bestseller dominators
or writer popularity polls (if there are such
things). I don't care if you read novels or
biographies, textbooks or newspapers,
comic books or instructional manuals; if you

All Things
Literary
by staff writer
Zak Salih
don't set aside time to read what you want,
then you will never enjoy it. Al the same
time, the cultured, adventurous reader
should never be afraid to stretch out and
experiment with other mediums.
As far as setting is determined, whatever
makes you feel comfortable is best. Usually,
a quiet place with some soft music is gentle
on the mind but if you prefer reading at the
height of midday traffic with Metallica blaring from the car speakers, more power to
you. Comfort is the most important component of setting because it lends itself to complex thinking.
Of course, with the "how" comes the
inevitable "why." You could go around asking "Why are we alive?" and never get an
answer Luckily, with reading, there are
some answers
Perhaps the main reason people read is
for enjoyment. Stephen King, in his part
memoir, part tutorial "On Writing: A
Memoir of the Craft,'" writes. "I read
because I like to read Similarly, I don't read
fiction to study the art of fiction but simply
because I like the stories." Enjoyment lends
itself to relaxation and recuperation.
Perhaps instead of doling out pills and
assigning relaxation workshops, therapists
should hand their stressed-out patients a
good, worn-out book.
For writers, reading is an integral part of
understanding the craft. It's a way of exposing oneself to a variety of styles and points
of view. Ask any published writer how to be
a good writer and most of them will tell you
to read above all else. Writing is secondary.
Like I said, no one can give you the
answers to the "whys" of life, but through
reading, you can use what you've learned
and make some conclusions of your own.
Reading can help us to understand the
myriad complexities of life, to tolerate
ideas and cultures different from our
own. to break through the box surrounding our consciences and rise gloriously
into self-awareness.
This essay's title was based on the
Harold Bloom book, "flow to Read and
Why." You can pick it up at any bookstore if
you want to know more But in this columnist's opinion, the best thing to do is take a
dusty, worn book from off your shelf, open
to page one and start reading

— Za* Salih is a freshman English major.
Hit tnlumn, "All Things Literary " vw/7
run every Thursday anil feature honk
reviews, news in the liternn world and
everything a hook worm , oulil ever want
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c^faflk focus
Acoustic rock progressive piano share
Court Square stage in soulful song
BY JEN SIKORSKI

contributing writei

Phixn Owrten of IHIHI) COAST ARTISTS ACiENO

Slnger/songwrlte r Sandra McCracken, above, to perform
with her husband Derek Webb of Caedmon's Call Sunday.

Tears in a bottle tout VOUIUBJ thai m
No one beside yon to bottle your mir/ Hut I
cannot rescue uour heart from th' empty/ 1
must release you for Vvegfotn plnttu.
In h*.TM>n>; "Plenty, singtr/iangwritef
Stndn Mc( mdun aiiuplM with ihr pain
of letting £u .mil the strength it mt.iils.
Other thfin." hti deeply personal
songs de.il with Include redemption of the
soul, living .is on individual mid avoiding
corruption by modern lodety
She will perform her nYh, folk Inspired
songs at Court Square Theater Info Sunday,
;
F eb II with Derek Webb of C.u-dnion^
Call at 7^30 pm Hailing trom \ashville,
Tenn., McCracken was surrounded by
musical influences in her youth. She began
honing her musical act at an earlv age
"From the earliest I remember, I
thought I was June Carter, and my brother
was Johnny Cash. We had little microphones with the orange spongy wigs and
a mirrored wall in the family room next to
the record player," she said. "I guess from
there, it has just been a journey to follow
my instincts and whims."
McCracken's InatincbJ led her to
Belmont University. Upon graduating,
she continued to pursue her musical
interests. She has toured constantly,
building a fan base and experiencing the
perils of life on the road.
"I've learned that the number of miles
you traveled to play is not always propor-

tional to the number of people thai show
up," McCracken said "But on the flip side,
there are those days, when you're deb.itmg
a career in fast food, when a gathering of
UataMll in some crowded pizza hangout
remwi your faith in true folk music and
whal .»rt can be."

_«
There is something intangible
in both the composition... and
the delivery of it. There is
something of soul and spirit
that I cannot give to it. I have
to wait, and ask, and when that
comes, all that is beautiful in it,
is never really mine.
—Sandra McCracken
singer/songwriler

55
It is hard to envision McCracken's
determination ever wavering. She is confident in her talents and her ability to
express herself.
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"Something about becoming H I
were meant to be should ho effortless,* ihe
said. "But greatness is probabt) where
what comes easv is married to whi I
hard." We all spend our lives
pushing
back the effects of Adam and uncovering
the wonder of what was Inter I
good," McCracken S,M«I She explores these
complex themes and Ideal in her
During her performances, she u
acoustic guitar ami piano to supplement
her clear voice. She den ribes her sound
as folk, "in the sense thai it is both emo
tional and storv-like llv
warm and the lyrics are Ulb
first emphasis in aongwritina is the Iviii.
and I try to layer Images and emotions,"
she said. "The music is about bot
gleand redemption
For McCracken, the ad ol singing
and writing are intertwined Performing
live is another element oi the equation.
Much of her success as a perl
stems from the connection she forms
with her audiences.
"There is something intangible In both
the composition of the musk and the
delivery of it. There is BOmeti
and spirit that I cannot give to it I have to
wait, and ask, and when that comes, ill
that is beautiful m it. is never really
mine," she said
Accompanying McCracken onstage b
her new husband. Derek Webb, oi
Caedmon's Call. Webb provides vocals,
guitar and songwriting for the group,
which has released nine albums to • rttJcal
acclaim. The group has won multiple
Dove Awards and was featured in HillboarJ
Magazine.
Md racken will perform at at ( ourl
Square
Theater
in
Downtown
Harrisonburg on Feb. II at 7:30 pm.
Tickets are $10 in advance and S12 at the
door They are available at Town &
Campus Records, Plan 9 Music and
Calhoun's Restaurant & Brewing
Company.

MADISON
"Say Unit..."

MAi^mHET
BAR & GRILL

TASTEFUL TREASURES
toy Qeorgi
Lotions • Qe\s • Lingerie • Bedroom Accessories & much, much more'
Sin-home parties for Sophisticated Women!
Experience Sensuous Products Designed to Enhance Loving Relationships
jREE hostess gifts including dinner for twoatyot* roue
Applehee's. Chili's or Boston tfeaneru
Call for more details and reserve a party date now!

(540) 434-5146
Momma07Qaol.com

The most dynamic stage show you will ever see!

ADVANTAGE REALTY

The ultimate re-creation of
JIM MORRiSON & THE DOORs!

"THE SOFT
PARADE"
...with guest Medicine Man
theadvantage@rica.net

6C3 434-1173

Don't let this opportunity to recognize an oustanding
individual or organization and their work pass you by!

SAT

^STUDENT BONUS^
One Night Only!
Present your student ID at the door & enjoy
this stunning tribute for half price
Just $6.00 for students only!
153 South Main St. Harrisonburg • For more info please call 432-9963
www.MainstreetRocks.com

NOMINATIONS FOR THIS YEAR'S
LEADERSHIP CELEBRATION ARE DUE

TOMORROW!
For a nomination packet stop by Taylor 205A
or go to http://www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos/
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'Angels' attack;
psychic 'exorcises'

Jazzy jingles
dazzle JMU

UPB hosts month ofthemed
movie fun at Grafon-Stovall
BY ANTHONY MARCIIIGIANO

senior writer
Even though Februan is the
shortest month, the University
Program Board's film committee has much excitement
planned. From blockbuster hits
to legendary flicks this month at
(infton-Stovall should bring
plenty of entertainment for your
movie dollar.
Film Promotions executive
sophomore Emily Wyman said.
"We always try to plan exciting
events (or each month, but this
month we managed to put
together a good lineup to help
students last until spring break
Coming to major theaters
tomorrow is the return of
Hannibal Letter in the MGM
film "Hannibal." As a prelude

to this highly anticipated
thriller, the film committee
otters a Hannibal Lccter refresher course, as the Oscar-winning
prequel "The Silence of the
lambs" is showing at (ir.ilton
tonight at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
One of the better remakes <>t
an old TV show is playing this
weekend, as "Charlie's Angels"
kick their way into Grafton on
Friday and Saturday at 7 and
9:30 p.m. UPB is holding a special midnight showing on
Friday. During this showing
then." will be a contest for best
70s outfit. Those decked out in
the retro garb will be awarded
with free movie posters and
popcorn.
What better way to odcbfltt
Valentine's Day than seeing the

most romantic film of our era?
"Sleepless in Seattle" will be
showing »m Feb. 14 and 15 at 7
and 9:30 p.m., UPB executive
sophomore Katherine MdXmald
said, "It is the per!. LI movie to
check out on Valentine's I i.i\
Coming back to theaters is
the top horror movie of them
all. The newly restoa\l wentofl
of "The Exorcist" comes to
Grafton on Feb. 13 and 24 at 7
and 9:30 p.m. The new version
has previously deleted scenes

along with a restored picture
and remastered soundtrack. On
Feb. 23, there will be a special
midnight showing of "the scari
est movie of all time."
At this showing, there will
be a psychic on hand to give
free readings
Director
of
Cinematic
Events, senior Ann-|anette
Canonigo said, "We are looking
forward to this month and hope
to see many new faces helping
out at Grafton."

'Soulive' sends serious sound
Jazzy rockt funky influence, good vibes combine to create
intimate atmosphere at Charlottesville's Starr Hill Brewery
SOVUVE.frompageU
virtuosity of Krasno on guitar, makes the
trio a jazz force to be reckon til with.
A ja// man in the true sense, Krasno
electrified the crowd particularly on the
original Dun' Something" which transitioned into Herbie Hancock's classic
"Chameleon Krasno used vocal manipulation, scatting the horn lines while plaving them on guitar.
The highlight of Soulive's 90-minute
set was a medlev featuring Project Logic
member. Casey Benjamin on alto sax.
Starting with Krasno s percussive chortling, the hand joined on James Brown's
"Sex Machine," which ventured into an
original tune and further into an "It's
Your Thing" jam.
Overall, Soulive Elinor kept the crowd
dandng wjentfa—ly and had them amped
for drum and bass with IVoject Logic, lead
by turntable artist. Deejay Logic, the
Project seeks to entwine jazz and funk
Idiom with hip-hop and techno ideals.

M3L
Ph.no Counen of SOU1JVE COM

The Project featured a fresh lineup
as well as veteran Casey Benjamin on
sax keys and flute.
The stage was frantic with six
dynamic members including: Mike
Wietman on the keyboard, Stephen
Roberson on drums and Matt Rubano
on bass
Immediately when the Project plays
one can't help but compare them to
Modrski Martin and WoOufl ChftOtk sule
- sometimes there is so much going on.
there's nothing going on. This Bide of
1 ogle didn't dominate on Saturdav
though, the band stavisl true to iK funk)

influences, keeping tunes upbeat and fun
Logic treats the turntables differently
than most deejays. Since he was 16 he has
been playing the tables in live settings with
jazz and rock iastrumentation.
He treats them as a guitar, trumpet or
any featured solo instrument vet uses
them rhythmically as well creating thick,
diverse textures.
These textures paired with the funky
coloring of Wietman on the Wurlitzer
piano md Benjamin's melodic sax and
flute work give the new Project and innovative sound. 1 lighlights included a cover
of Phish's "Cars, Trucks, Buses," Herbie
Hancock's "Watermelon Man," and the
hip-hop groove "let Me Clear My Throat."
Pniject Logic played until 2 a.m. — the
longest they could before being removed
from the stage.
At that point, Starr Hill was feeling
more like a big house party that was coming to an end, people chugged their beers
on command and left with a smile

JAZZY, from pft n
The first 60 years of jazz consumes nine of the 10 tapes
leaving one tape to represent jazz's evolution within the
last 30 years, a time when the boundaries of
what's considered jazz have most drastically
been pushed as mentioned at the beginning of
the article.
"I think [the film] will do a great service
exposing a broad American audience to jazz
music and some of its historical legends, but
hopefully, it will only be a starting point and
inspire audiences to dig deeper and support
the contemporary jazz scene," Borgo said.
Wright said, "It's about innovation. [In]
jazz, everything is moving and everything is changing. It challenges a listener
to listen for things ... it's not background music."
Ellington wrote, "(Musicians) must t
play from intuition or instinct backed
•
by a liberal musical education."
JMU's jazz minor includes two
'f'
courses in theory, two in improv, one
*
jazz history class, and five
credits of jazz ensembles pro£
moling the qualities that both Wright and
K
Ellington spoke of.
H
Some jazz listeners may believe jazz greats
like Louis Armstrong, Tommy Dorsey and
1
Art Tatem are the epitome of jazz.
1
Others, however, would argue that jazz
^K
is exploration, breaking through labels,
^^^^^^
and combining different eras with the
^H
^^ argument that each musical "category" is
| | part of music as a whole genre.
^^^■^J
lazz performer Chick (OHM,
instance, combined two styles in his
^MJ
^^k
piece "< oncerto No 1 tor Piano and
^L
Orchestra," which alternates between
classical and jazz tendencies.
H
Jazz legend Miles Davis, born
^H
^^ during the jazz craze in 1926 and liv^^^^^
ing until contemporary times in 1991,
saw the development of jazz through'
many decades. His comment on bebop can be applied U*
jazz in general, that "It wasn't about standing still and'
becoming safe. If anybody wants to keep creating they have!
to be about change."
As far as the future of jazz at JMU, Wilson said, "There'
needs to be a jazz audience to make any sort of scene. But as
long as there are people [and] students that are excited about
jazz at JMU I think the department will slowly build and
attract attention."
Whether the music is to one's liking or not, the shaping oft
jazz is indisputably American and JMU contributes to its
preservation through training the talents and interests of young
players and future patrons.
Writer Gerald Early wrote in 1994, "I think there are only
three things America will be known for 2,000 years from now
when they study this civilization: the Constitution, jazz,
music and baseball."

Spring Ita ak 2001 Panama i'tix lira

DJ "Big Donna"
World's Largest
& Lon&st
s
Reach Party!

EACH RESORT & CONFERENCE CENTER

4& i -&:* WORLD FAMOUS
•

-

■

2 Large Outdoor
Swimming, Pools
• Sailboat, .tot Ski and

'■*^*Zt~Jp%r

"3555=*

liearhironf Hot tub

^Si!S!M?5SB!qj?!W~i«^J—Sf-r-v"

m

r^^iM:

• Snilcs up to 10 People
• I nil kitchens • Indoor
Atrium Dome & Pool • Game Koom
• Ke.staurant • Airport limousine
Service • Xo Cover for Sandpiper

Guests!

enervations 800.488.#32$ • www..sandpiperbeacon.com

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!

PORT ROAC

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

SOUTH AVENUE

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

UNIVERSITY
PLACE

• Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

• Washer & Dryer

• Reasonable Rates

• Dishwasher

• Furnished or Unfurnished Units

• Individual Leases

Public transit at

• Ample Parking
entrance to help you

MADISON DRIVE

IJMU

vJ1NIVERSITV
FAT \rr^ I

The Place lo Be!

get to campus.
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Cast responsible for success of Theatre II play
CAST, from page 14

Hinds. K is hue where everything reaches its
ctimftX and resolution, which is both hdunting
and filling.
The performances in "Valparaiso" are sublie and human and are never overacted, unless
Mtta calls for u, as in the case of Maske One
can see the battle raging in DoviA U,-, his
Majeski jitters and stumbles and paces the
room as the turmoil boils inside. His wife, as
played by Worthington, becomes the exerciseobsessed, wounded wife who cannot seem to

comfort her husband.
On stage, Maske and Hinds turn themselves into a twisted version of Regis and
Kathie Lee. Senior Carolyn Bream and sophomore Katie Poirier are interviewers while
sophomore Brandon Durflinger is a film
director. Their distinct portrayals create a
grotesque gallery of ghouls, hyperactives and
artistic monsters all possessed by the demon
of mass media.
Then there is the Chorus, (freshmen
Whitney Heptinstall and Debra Lee Letchford

and sophomore Roxie Reeves), whose monotonous repetition of airline instructions
becomes a morbid backdrop to the play's concluding moments.
The crew should also be commended: senioi
Geoffrey A. Ehrlich's direction; the passive,
depression-blue scenic design by juniors Justin
Tolley and Jeremy Albers; and the numerous others who contributed.
Ultimately, some will find the play confusing and purposeless: Dada Masterpiece
Theatre. Others, however, will find it astound-

Dancers spread wings,
soar with talent, skill
DANCERS, from page 14

The senior choreographers are all graduating in May
or December, so for some it will be their last opportunity
to show or perform work in front of a JMU audience.
Johnson said this concert gave her the freedom to
experiment with jazz and hip-hop, which shr Mid
are her favorite styles of dance. Johnson titled her
piece "Catty," a piece she called "fun to perform,
exciting to watch and a little different from what is
usually seen." Johnson said she plans to continue in
this unusual style after she graduates.
Seniors Kelly Barrnik and Courtney Hand will both
be performing solos, which are "based on specific situ.i
tions, events and people in our lives," 1 lend s.ml.
Hand's solo, "Finding Through Dark," was inspired
by what she described as the personal growth she experienced when she was pulled from the art of dance for
several months. Bartnik will show a group piece she choreographed called "Under tilled."
Senior Aaron Wine's group piece, "Fdges of Our
Souls" will be included in the show and was also
performed in November during "Innuendoes," the
Student Dance Concert, along with a piece by senior Michelle Hutcherson.
In this concert, Hutcherson's piece, "Recycle Bin," is

ing, mesmeric, and undeniably truthful, a play
that media moguls and talk show tyrants
should be forced to watch, eyelids taped back,
ears held open to the message which courses
through the dialogue.
This is something that you cannot get
from sitting in a commercial bookstore and
reading. "Valparaiso" must be performed in
front of your eyes, with the style that the
Theatre II cast and crew infuse, like
Frankenstein bringing life to something that
was once lifeless.

ATTENTION
STYLE WRITERS!

about the effect of computers on the brain.
1 wanted to pick a subject that college students could
relate to," Hutcherson'said. "I know everyone can relate
to starting a huge paper the night before it is due, spending hours in front of the computer and then trying to
function normally the next day."
I he dance includes 12 dancers and is set to the song
"Brain" by Peter Griesar. She invites audience members
to laugh out loud at this humorous piece.
"The senior choreographers said they found different
inspiration for their individual pieces, but united their
talent and years of experience to create the final dance,
"Oh, the Places We'll Go." It is in the form of a structured
improvisation, which is sure to highlight the dancers'
creative and spontaneous energy.
Williams said that although they have a general
outline for the piece, the dancers will be adding
their own movement on stage during the live performance.
When describing what sets this show apart
from others done in the past. Hand said, "We
don't feel the need to all be the same, we hold
strong to our favorite dance forms, yet our diversity as dancers doesn't keep us from being able to
come together as artists."

e have stories to assign!
Call Meghan or Julie at
x3846 or come by the Style
desk in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger.
We want YOU to write stories
for STYLE!

Need ajob? Want beneficial experience?

Apply to work at the Breeze

®d det^nep ®nd ®d e^e^tftfe position* ■[Jfe often
submit a resume and cover letter by 2*19-01
questions? call the Breeze X6127

JOB OPPORTUNITY

The Breeze is
hiring an
Advertising
Manager
To apply, submit a resume\ cover letter to
Gina Montefusco. editor
The Breeze MSC 6805 Anthony-Seeger Hall

6 weeks. 6 credits, as tow as S3,000 (based on typical costs
ot tuition, room & board, books, and estimated airfare)
Term 1 May 21-June 29 • Term 2 July 2-August 10
www.outreach.hawall.edu • toll-free 1 (800) S62-6628

DEADLINE — FEB. 16

University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Summer Sessions

Purple Dawg Pizza
The Dawg is out Late Nights
till 3am on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Carryout and Delivery Midnight to 3am

I"'Large

\^_

THC/i£Q>AM K)lGUT 2/t/oi
Comedy Zone
9p.m.-10:30p.m.
DJand dancing will follow immediately
S3 cover with college ID

|

FRibAM 2/9/01
"Sun Dried Opposum"

1 Topping Pizza '

9:30p.m.-l :30a.m.
$5 cover

$6.50

I

located in Four Points Sheraton

J
438-9620
1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

CATMfcbAM 2/10/01
"Smack Dab"
9:30p.m.-1.30a.m.
$5 cover

CC/i/JbAM 2/11/01
Karoake Night
9:■ 30p.m.- 1:30a.m.
I

Four Point?
ShtTulrm

♦Must be 21 or older*
1400 East Market St. • Hamsonburg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735-80O-7O8-7037
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Love hits box
office; 'Wedding,'
'Valentine' top

0)
N

.««fiW*( rn«1tw.«f >rarr JIR1 MOM H

The \rrful dodgef
Arouillc Cat* with Willum Walter «nd
Knrnirni S«turd»>

B\ ANTHONY MARCHBOIANO
\fllliir itf/ld

•
•
•
•
•

"The Wedding Planner'
■Valentine"
"Cas Away"
"Save the Last Dance"
"Douching Tiger, Hidden Dragon"

S10.6 million
$10 million
S75 million
$72 million
568 million

The Biltmore

0)

(

iVhat do you think about the
changes to The Breeze?

\R

Visit our Web site and tell us what you think!

Dance Pautyi Thu Malay
Karaoke Friday
Pr«*Win*> Monday

li'nniier I opezand M.itthew McConaughey stood
atop the box office alLir for the second week in a row.
"I"he Wedding I'l.innor" took in S106 million in its
siiond »nl in release, as it played in 2.785 theaters,
w hi. h is the mod "I any film currently in release The
nimantic comedy from Sony pictures has made a
mi *!<"-! $27 8 million in its 10 days in release.
The buz/ around the film is helped out by the fact
that Lope/ is also number one on the pop charts with
her new album / In. The Latin diva will also host
.mi! perform .i^ the musical guest on "Saturday
Nighl Live" this weekend.
Debuting in a close second was yet another leen
genre slasher flick. "Valentine " From the same disappointing dinvlor who made "Urban Legends," this
. horror attempt, despite its downfalls, opened
this week with $10 million The Warner Bros release,
which Man Denial Richard* ("Wild Things") and
I ).n id Horeanaz (The WB's "Angel"), was produced
for only $10 million, Ihe same as its earnings so far, so
either way it will be profitable for Warner Bra
AudieiM-s have vet to "Cast Away" Tom Hanks.
The Dn'amworks rek'ase made S7.5 over the weekend,
which brings its total gross to a whopping $203 million.
The film joins "MI-2" and "The Grinch" as the third
film of 2000 to surpass the $200 million plateau
ladling liuvr. Midden Dragon" continues to
soar as the buzz around the award-winning him continues to swirl AM Lee's special effects driven love
storv brought in $6.8 million over the weekend,
which pushes its total KTOM to $53 million. The Sony
I laatJa relent should surpass "Life is Beautiful"
this weekend making it the top grossing foreign language film in history.
With the already crowded feen marketplace at
theaters it is no surprise that Freddie Prinze Jr.'s
newest lilm, "Head Over Heels." opened without
much fanfare. The romantic comedy brought in a
struggling $4.8 million over the weekend.
In. oxymoron that is Christian science fiction
didn't lure audiences either this weekend as "Left
Behind" didn't make a dent in theaters. The
C hnstian-funded film that stars Kirk Cameron
made only $2 2 million. The film was released on
video last year in an attempt to build a following
among churches and communities before it was
brought into theaters
Coming to theaters next weekend is "1 lannibal,"
the long awaited sequel to "Silence of the lambs"
The sequel swaps Jodie Foster with lull,inn.■ Moore,
and brings back Anthony Hopkins in the role which
garnered him an Academy Award.

CALHOUN's
Spfeat with De* D*« Balliom Thursday
JMU jam Friday and Tuesday
Barf D«t*n«yi Wednesday

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Jon Fritu Thursday. 93 (over
Gyptyi Friday. $i cover
Jimmy O. Tuesday. 13 tover

The Highlawn Pavilion
Ladies Night. Thursday.
Deejayi Friday
Q 101 Live Remote with So, Dance
Mutlci Saturday
Karaoke and Dance Muslo Wednesday.

Dave's Taverna
Jeremiah Propheu Tuesday
Ja* a. Wednesday 12

Maim*rcc+ bar < jrfM
DOORS tribute band. The Solt Parade.

Saturday. $10 in advance.
Ill at door
The Burning Dirty Band) Tuesday 16
Jimmie s Chicken Shack. Wednesday. llO in
advance, til at door

The Little Grill
Th« Maihi Friday pail lh« hal
Open SU|* Saturday

Acapulco
Bahamas
Jamaica
Florida
Europe >
Cancun
On-Campus Contact:
Nick®
540-438-5647
Chad®
540-437-4011
Robert @
540-438-5647

1

STLDr*
JTRAVIL
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849
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ADVERTISING

submit your resume
and cover letter
by Feb 19th

call the breeze with
questions x 6127

DID YOU KNOW
that Brooklyns was voted
Best Delicatessen
in the 'Burg?

2035-51 E. Market St.

433-4090

Next to the ABC store

romfnej soon..

A PHIASC0
Sponsored b^

A<I>

Live at Ashby Crossing
and we promise it won t
be SCARY!!
Let us take care of you!!
In our available
4 Bedroom apartments.

Sorority

to benefit
cardiac care

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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PORTS

Merts and women's
swimming and diving

Both (earns defeat CAA foe
W&M to end regular season.

^POR

Junior Blanton and freshman Woodnick anchor Dukes
The men's gymnastics team
welcomed William it Mary and
the Naval Academy to Sinclair
Gymnasium Sunday for the James
Madison Open.
The Dukes totaled 181.15
points, which was good enough for
a close third-place finish. William &
Mary took first for the day, amassing an impressive 20055 points.

Navy finished with 198.5.
The third-place finish didn't
seem to bother any of the gymnasts
.is everyone's thoughts were on
staying healthy, improving and
having fun. Coaches and athletes
alike said they genuinely enjoyed
being able to compete in front of
the home crowd of 175 that had
gathered for the meet.
"We're just trying to keep it
fun," senior gymnast Woody Miller

said. "We just want to not get hurt
and keep having a good rime."
Miller was able to have his fun
as an impressive performance on
the high bar earned him a score of
7.8 and a resounding applause
from the crowd.
"I do that one right sometimes,"
Miller said of his aerial performance. "It can be scary to watch, but
you get used to it after a while."
Other athletes got into the

ALEX VESSELS/*™*" photographer
Junior Luke Edstrom placed eighth In the parallel bare with a 8.000, which was the highest score for JMU.

swing of things as well. )unior
Luke Edstrom helped the cause by
finishing eighth on the parallel bars
and Uth on the pummel horse.
Leading the way for the Dukes
were a reliable veteran and a rising
star. Junior captain Nick Blanton
and freshman Jason Woodnick
competed in all six events on the
day, and showed off their skill in
every one.
"Nick and Jason are two of the
most talented individuals in the
history of the program," coach
Roger Burke said.
Blanton, despite having a selfdescribed less-than-stellar-day,
still managed to be among the
meet's top athletes A ninth-place
finish on the pummel horse was
tops on the team, and contributed to his fifth-place allaround finish.
Woodnick, on the other hand,
was definitely on his game, and
showed off what will hopefully be
a preview of good things to come.
A fourth-place finish on the floor
exercise, along with a seventh
place on the high bar helped the
freshman to a fourth-place allaround finish.
The level of difficulty that the
gymnasts put themselves through
on Sunday, and every day, are
among the hardest in sport.
"It's like playing six different
sports," Miller said of the different
disciplines. After a day on the floor
exercise, rings, vault, pummel
horse, parallel bars and high bar,
any athlete would surely feel the
strain.
"A lot of people think we're just
doing flips," Blanton said. "But
strength-wise we're definitely
pound for pound as strong as any
athletes out there."
The men next compete at Navy
on Feb. 10 where they will face both
Navy and Springfield. Their next
home meet is against Army on
March 2.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TRACK

Sprinting toward the championships
Both teams shine at Penn State, Patriot Games before IC4A and EC AC meets
BY KATHLEEN REUSCMLE

staff writer
The men's and women's track learns made a
solid showing at the Penn State National Open
Jan. 26-27, qualifying 20 male athletes for the
IC4 A championships, and seven women for the
ECAC championships, and having two meet
NCAA provisional qualifying times.

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY'!.™.' phtogmphrr
Freshman Unite Battle and her 40Cnneter
medley relay team placed 21st at Penn State.

ROGER BURKE

gymnastics coach

IV\B-E-A-

W&M takes JMU Open
BY MATT BROWNLEE

"Nick and Jason are two of the
most talented individuals in
the history of the program."

tee story below

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

contributing writer
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The teams also swept both the men's and
women's 5,000-meter races.
Senior David Spiller won the 5.000-metem in
14 minutes and 9.74 seconds, and senior Ben
Cooke placed third in the 3,000-meter in 8:04.44,
meeting NCAA provisional standards and also
qualifying both for the 1C4A championship
Spiller and Cooke are now ranked seventh
■ltd ninth, respectively, in the nation in their
events.
"Right now we an? knocking on the door to
nationals,'' distance coach Dave Rinker said.
"Whether we are going to make this happen or
not is something the guys and I have talked
about."
Cooke said. "The next tiiree weeks are
major weeks for people trying to run fast and
qualify. The NCAA list gets filled up real
quick, so everyone tries to post faster times at
every meet. We ran well at Penn State, but we
can run better."
Vmor Brie Post placed 11th in the 3,000meter in 8:14.73, qualifying him for IC4As. Also
qualifying were sophomore John Fraser, who
placed 10th in the 1,000-meter in 2:2829. The
4x400-metcr relay team of sophomores David
I *wis and Knc Braxton. and juniors Marques
I lamilton and Roscoe Coles. They placed 11th
with a time of 3:16.71.
"David Lewis is holding it down for us,"
Coles said. "He's our lead leg and our top 400
sprinter. As a team we are just now becoming a
threatening factor on the East Coast. We can run
with anyone if we all do what we are supposed
to do."
Sophomore Phil Acosta, who has qualified in
the 60-meter dash virtually every time he has
raced this season, is looking to place at IC4As.
"A lot of people are still waiting to have their
breakthrough race." Acosta said. "We have a lot
of talent on the team though since we only lost
one runner from last year."
Seven women qualified for the ECAC.
Senior Heather llanscom won the 5,000-meter
run in 16:53.43, and senior Bridget Quenzer

Dukes sink Pirates
Bolstered by a 22-point breakthrough performance by junior forward Ron Anderson, the Dukes sank
East Carolina University 69-51 on
Monday night.
Anderson drained 10
of 1.3 field goals and
both of his 3-point
attempts in the win.
JMU had three players
in double-digits as sophomore David Fanning contributed 19
points and junior Tim Lyle added 17.
Lyle led the Dukes with nine boards.
The difference for the Dukes was
shooting from the charity strij>e as the
team upgraded a poor season-long
average with a 83-percent performance
from the line on Monday.
The Pirates' leading scorer was forward Erroyl Bing who contributed 14
points and six rebounds in the loss.
The Dukes return home on
Saturday night for a conference matchup with rival University of Richmond
at 7 p.m.

Bowling
Male high game: sophomore Steven Kramer,
226, freshman A.J Schuster, 211. Fields, 193.
Female high game: senior Kim Payne, 187,
junior Karen Castka. 165, junior Laura Walsh,
162.
Male sigh series. Kramer, 609.
Female high series: Payne. 508.
Outing
On Feb. 6 the club ventured to
Massanutten to do some snow tubing. To
get involved in the Outing Club, stop by a
meeting. They are held in Kcezcl G2 at
6:30 p.m. on Wednesdays.
Ultimate Frisbee
The ultimate Frisbee club traveled to
Charlotte. N.C. this past weekend and
turned a few heads in the ultimate community. They entered the tourney seeded
14th out of 16 teams, but finished 6th.
They had two huge wins over Oberlin, 157 and University of Georgia. 15-7. Senior
leader Arnie (.arson was a giant factor in
the way the team played both offensively
and defensively.
Men's Volleyball
The men's volleyball club sent two
teams to the Virginia Tech Invitational
Saturday, Feb. 3. The A team went 8-2 and
placed third out of 12 teams. The II team
defeated Va. Tech's B team in the Silver
division finals, earning them seventh
place and a coveted spot in the
Conference Championship tournament
The A team is ranked second in the conference and third in the East Coast.
Baseball
Club baseball will be holding i BtMl
ing for all interested players on Friday.
Feb. 9 in Taylor 400 at 6 p.m. They'll be
discussing spring 2001 trymits for th*
team, which are this weekend, Feb. 10
and 11.
For more information \ IMI the club Web
sile:http://fakon.imu rtlu/~airltojti/imti dub
baseball.hlml or e-mail club president Tom
Gulino at ^ulinulr or by phone at 437-6514.
Women's Volleyball

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/j»ro.« ph,n.truphri
Sophomore Emily Falrcloth warms up on the
Brldgeforth Stadium track during practice.

placed third in 17:01.89. Senior Suzie Hutchins
placed sixth in the 1.000-meter in 2:53.58. and
junior Alisha Lewis placed eighth in 2:54.90.
Junior Mollie Defrancesco placed 12th in the
3,000-meter in 9:54.84, and junior Michelle Smith
placed 13th in 955.58. Senior Sarah Burkett
placed eighth in the mile in 4:57.64.
"Heather Hanscom and Bridget Quenzer just
missed provisional NCAA times last year, so
Ml QUAUFYINO. pap 20

The women's volleyball club went to
Ohio State University this weekend.
They played the University of Dayton.
Vanderbilt University, the University
Kentucky and the University of Michigan
and finished 4-6. Most of the team's
competition were ranked in the top -it In
the nation.
Equestrian
The equi'stn.in team won third place in
the last show. Junior Kate McCall had a
first place finish.
Water Polo
The women's team is traveling to
Florida to compete in the Florida
Invitational against the University of
Florida. Florida State University and the
University of Central Florida.
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The Price is right as Dukes ram VCU, 79-59
BY DREW WILSON

staff writer
Sophomore forward Shann.i
Price continued the torrid pace
at which she has been scoring,
leading the Dukes (13-6,6-2) to a
79-59 victory over Virginia
Commonwealth University (128, 3-6) in CAA action Sunday.
Price, who nailed a gamewinning baseline jumper with
1.1 seconds left in overtime to
lead JMU past William & Mary
on Jan. 28, led all scorers with 22
points, tying her career high.
"On Friday, we had a
mishap in practice," coach Bud
Childers said. "(Junior center]
Hollie (Franklin] kind of reinjured her knee, so we had to
have people step up and make
some plays today."
Franklin was scheduled to
have a MRI on Monday.
Price and senior center
Stacey Todd did so by combining to score JMU's first 10
points to give the Dukes ,m
early lead. After a 20-second
timeout by VCU, the Rams
fought back to within 1 point.
Six points from Price and a
three-point play by junior forward Katie Hardbarger put the

minutes, but JMU pulled away
Dukes up 20-14 with 9:59 left
by holding the Rams to just 11
in the first half.
points in the final 12 minutes of
"I just wanted to try to prothe game.
vide some energy for the team
Sophomore forward Nadine
since Hollie was not going to be
Morgan, who was held scoreless
available," Price said.
in the first half, controlled the
After 4 straight points by the
second, scoring 17 points to help
Ram's senior guard Li/ Remus,
the IXikes win by 20. The victoJMU outscored VCU 18-12,
ry marked the
including
6
sixth
straight
points by freshwin for JMU.
man forward
// was nice to see us
Todd notched
G'Ann Lauder.
a double-douHowever, the
develop
a
killer
ble, scoring 14
Rams scored 6
points
while
unanswered
instinct today.
grabbing
12
points in the last
1:17 of the first
—Bud Childers rebounds
half to pull
basketball coach
"Today was
Stacey's
best
within 2 points
* *— game of the seaas the Dukes
son from start to
took a 38-36
finish," Childers said.
lead into the locker room.
Junior guard Allyson Keener
"VCU made a couple nice
scored 9 points and grabbed a
big runs at us," Childers said. "1
career-high
eight boards along
told the team at halftime that if
with four steals. Sophomore
we could go out and establish
guard Jess Cichowicz added 6
any kind of defense in the secpoints and led the team with
ond half and contest shots, we
seven assists. Hardbarger tied
would probably win the game."
her career high with 10
Price opened the second half
rebounds while scoring 5 points.
just as she did the first by scorRemus led VCU with 18
ing the first basket VCU would
points while junior guard
hang around for the next seven

Qualifying continues
for Dukes' runners
Two Dukes earn top 10 national ranking
QUAUFYING.from page 19
they should have a good
shot this year," Rinker said.
"The women's DMR (distance medley relay) will
also be a factor."
This past weekend some
of the Dukes were at
George Mason's Patriot
Games, while others had
time off from racing to get
ready for the Virginia Tech
meet this Saturday. At the
Patriot Games, senior Jason
lx>ng won the 800-meter in
1:55.11
and
freshman
Jennifer l.apetoda won the
mile in 5:10.13. The men's
4x400-meter relay placed
third in 3:24.67 and the
women's 4x80O-meter relay

placed second in 10:08.56.
Freshman Teon Saunders
made a strong showing placing second in the high jump
with a 6-foot, 4 inch le.;p
This weekend at Virginia
Tech, the men's distance
medley relay team of Ixmg
Cooke, Fraser and Coles are
looking to qualify for the
NCAAs. In addition, the rest
of the team is looking to post
faster times, and get themselves ready for the championship meets next month.
"Judging from the competition this weekend, if we
want to qualify we are going
to have to run away from
everyone in the race —
which is fine because I think
we're ready,'' t < -• V<- ^.iiti
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BOWL FOR KIDS' SAKE
February 24, 2001
at Valley I^anes Bowling Alley

Register Your Team Today
Call 433-8886 or email: bigbro@rica.net
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Rochelle Luckett scored 17.
Senior
forward
Tawanda
Washington and sophomore
Krishne Austgulen each added
10 points in the loss.
"It was nice to see us develop
a killer instinct today," Childers
said. "In the first half, they
would call a timeout and make a
run at us. We let a couple leads
slip away In the second half, we
responded to their timeouts and
that was something we did not
do in the first half.
"It was a good win. Anytime
you out-rebound somebody by
19 and you have more assists
than you do turnovers, and
make free throws and shoot the
ball well from the field, you
should win," Childers said.
Todd said, "We told coach
that this one was for him.
After the William k Mary
game, the way the game went,
he was going to get a heart
attack. So we decided it was
time to have a little bit more
of a convincing win."
With the win, JMU swept the
regular
season
match-up
between the two teams. The
Dukes defeated the Rams 64-62
on Jan. 21 in Richmond.

ROBERT KATT/imiorphoioftniphrr

G'Ann Lauder (#11) goes up for a shot In the win over VCU.

Giants' chaplain to speak at JMU
BYTONI DIM \N

contributing writer
What does it take to get your
team to the World Series or the
Super Bowl?
Gifted players are necessary
and a good coach is key.
But a great chaplain can
also be crucial. George
McGovern is proving how
important a good chaplain is as
the spiritual advisor of the
New York Yankees and New
York Giants, the winners of the
World Series and runners up in
the Super Bowl, respectively.
Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ (CCC),
McGovern will be speaking
tonight at 8 p.m. in the ISAT
auditorium (2301).
"Students can expect a meeting of worship, funny skits,
[and] a testimony, but the night
is centrally focused on
McGovern's speech," CCC staff
member Shelby Abbot said

spiritual needs of the players
The student testimony is
scheduled to be given by junand families."
ior center Tim Lyle of the
He does this through
Dukes' basketball team.
chapel services and team Bible
The speech will include
studies, as well as one-on-one
McGovern's responsibilities
counseling with players and
their families
as a chaplain as well — ff
Having
as a reliworked with
gious mes- ... A healthy faith in God the New York
sage. He's
must include a grateful j^SS
expected
an th G l1ts
to discuss
heart toward Him... and
^ tYankees
u
his
relafrom 1996 to
tionship
-GeorgeMcGovern
with the
chaplain P ' e s e n * •
..
McGovern is a
players as
//
veteran
of
well as his
sports ministry.
personal
feelings on religion.
McGovern knows the
impact celebrities can make in
"My main thesis is that a
others'
lives, especially young
healthy faith in God must
include a grateful heart
people. "I help to coordinate
meetings where pro-athletes
toward him for what he has
done for us," McGovem said.
speak about their faith,"
"My work as a chaplain
McGovem said. 'These athletes use their platform to
centers on trying to meet the

influence others towards a
walk with God."
McGovem said he realizes that "most of the athletes are very normal individuals. They fear failure.
They fear injury. They fear
rejection." McGovem aims
to guide them in their fears
so that they rum to God for
help instead of alcohol,
drugs, violence and other
destructive vices.
McGovem said athletes
have many questions about
God. However he said that
it becomes difficult because
"there are more guys interested than I have the time to
meet with."
While his schedule is
demanding, McGovem said
he tries his best to be available to the players.
McGovern's speech is nondenominational and all are
invited to attend.

Team Registration Form
COSMIC BOWL FOR KIDS! Jam lo the music of KCY while scattering pins under ihe glittering glow of fluorescent lights and
have the chance to win fabulous prizes donated by area businesses! This light-hearted, fun-filled event is an annual tradition that
benefits children in our community!
TEAM NAME (Be creative!)
We represent (place of business, if applicable)
Preferred lime to bowl ^^^^^_^^_^^^^_^_
Check here if no preferred time
•1 reminder that EACH learn member must have a minimum of $35.00 in pledges or donations to participate.
I \\\1I
. PHONE
ADDRESS
-EMAIL
.ZIPCODE .
: WMI
. PHONE
ADDRESS
- EMAIL
.ZIPCODE .
■ NWII
ADDRESS
1 NAME
ADDRESS

.PHONE
. EMAIL
.ZIP CODE.
_ PHONE _
-EMAIL
.ZIP CODE

BIG BROTHERS
BIG SISTERS
>J1 |*.n«v.t-,.^'K 'l....'

All teams will Bowl For Kids' Sake on Saturday.
February 24.2001, between 8 a.m. to 6p.m. at Valley Lanes.
Please call us at 433-8886 II you have any questions.

5. NAME
ADDRESS

_ PHONE
_ EMAIL
_ ZIP CODE
Designate a TEAM CAPTIAN (to serve as a contact person) NAME.
CAPTAIN PHONE
EMAIL
. FAX .
Please return this form to Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Harrisonburg & Rockingham County as soon as possible to ensure proper
registration for your 3-5 person team. For tallest turn around, tax us at 433-6081. Pledge sheets will be mailed to you as soon
as »c get your registration form so dial you may begin signing up sponsors. Your specific time slot to bowl will be sent to you in writing
approximately 2 weeks prior to Ihe event If you need to bowl at a specific time, please indicate so on this form.

WALK TO CAMPUS
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ETHERNET

$235/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:oo a.m. -10:00 p.m. 434-3509
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Diving into the postseason
BY JEFFREY CRETZ

senior writer
The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
both registered wins this
weekend over CAA opponent
William & Mary, with the men
winning 160.5-118.5 and the
women winning 153-130.
With the win, the women's
team heads into CAA competition undefeated against conference opponents.
Women's swimming coach
Gwynn Evans was very satisfied with her team's efforts.
"William & Mary is an up
and coming team in the
CAA and they were coming
off a weekend where they
soundly beat two conference teams and tied a
third," Evans said. "They
always have strong swim
mers and they also had the
added benefit of hosting us
at their pool."
In college swimming,
the winning team gets 9
points for every first-place
finish in individual events, 4
points for every second place,
3 points for every third place,
2 points for every fourth
place, and 1 point for a fifth
place. JMU won eight individual events.
[unior AC. Cniickshanks
took home the gold in three
events — the 400-meter individual medley, the 200-meter
butterfly, and the 500-meter
freestyle, contributing 27
points to the team's total score.
Other JMU swimmers
who swam to a first-place finish include senior Sam Smith
(100-meter
breaststroke),
sophomore Amanda Covle

(1,000-meter freestyle), junior
Amy
Keel
(50-meter
freestyle), senior Meghan
Fenn (100-meter freestyle),
and freshman Brooke Carroll
(1-meter diving).
'It was a great win and it
has us heading off to the conference championships in two
weeks with a lot of enthusiasm," Evans said. "We have a
lot of promise this year and we
look forward to seeing all of our
hard work come to fruition."
Carroll added, "I'm really
looking forward to going to
the championships. V\fe must

sophomore Jeremy Bergman
(200-meter freestyle), junior
John
McLaren
(50-meter
freestyle), senior Bret Stone
(200-meter butterfly), sophomore Adam Gustafson (100meter freestyle), freshman
Jeffrey Hicks (200 meter backstroke) and junior Tommy
Quimby (500- meter freestyle).
McUren, Gustafson, junior
Joe Molle and sophomore Mike
Nicholas combined to win the
200-meter freestyle relay in
1:25.32, 1.28 seconds ahead of
William & Mary's top finishing
team.
Hicks said he is getting
. excited about his first collegiate championships.
"In general we've been
This is one of the biggest swimming
very well," he
swim meets I've ever said. "I know all the guys on
the team will swim very fast."
been a part of...
He's also confident about
upcoming postseason.
— Jeffrey Hicks the"Anything
can happen, but
freshman swimmer
we'll be ready for it all,"
Hicks said. "This is one of the
99— biggest
swim meets I've ever
stick together to produce a been a part of and I've never
win. Last week against had an entire team counting on
William & Mary, we all came me. This is much bigger than
in and did our part."
any other meet and I'll prepare
On the men's side, they for it that way. I'll be mad)
competed in 15 events, winThe men's team finishes the
ning 12, including the 200- season at an even 5-5. The
Dukes' record against CAA
meter freestyle relay.
Sophomore Lee Shirkey opponents was 4-2, having won
won two events, the 100- four straight conference meets.
meter breaststroke and the
Both the
men's and
200-meter breaststroke. Senior women's swimming/diving
captain Brendan Grant also CAA championships will be
reigned victorious in two held at George Mason
events: the 100-meter butterfly University Feb. 21-24. The
and the 400-meter individual men's NCAA swimming/divmedley. Other Duke victories ing championships will be held
included sophomore Brody at Texas A&M University on
Reid (1,000-meter freestyle), March 22-24
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Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
"a unique and exciting sto

)FTHE

TH
SWEETHEART OF A SALE!
Savings up to 7SW»OFF STOREWIDE!
Today through Saturday.
163 South Main Street

432-1S94 for hours and Information WnM

Tapestries

•

Drums

Hj ww.thebreeze.org

C-O-N-N-E-C-T-E-D

ALL SPORTS WRITERS
Important Mandatory Meeting
Today 5 p.m.
»

eze office, where else are we gonna meet?
New writers welcome

All the latest in campus news at...

www.thebreeze.org

jsnng Break
Y2 STAY...

for as little as $299
W

Destinations
Acapulco

Think Again! We have

St. Maarteen

5 Star Accomodations
across the world!

Puerto Vallarta
Cabo San Lucas

white powder snowcaps!

Hawaii

But HURRY! These prices
won't be around for long.

Williamsburg
and More!

.1

Stay here!

Here is Good!

Enjoy turquoise waters or

Florida
Poconos

No monthly bills to pay. No cooking. No grocery shopping. No
doing dishes. No running out of toilet paper. No, it's not a
dream! Stay on campus next year- it's where you don't have to
sweat the small stuff!

Can't Afford Spring Break?

•UmHed Availability
•Certain Raatriclion. Apply
•Mint b« at toast 22 to check-in

Drop Us an Email for More Info
diannap@tri-timeshare.com
or Call Our Local Office
434-7787 x1257

I "fn * "

2001-2002 JMULiving contracts were mailed to your campus address January 22.
Off campus students may pick up contracts in B101 Huffman Hall.
Contracts are due February 16, 2001 by 5:00 PM. Turn it in early and win a prize!

TTN

TRI Travel Network

745 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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ANDREW TUFTS

STUCK BEHIND THE TALL GUY

For crying out loud, give the kid a break
For shame, NBC lor sh.ime.
Leonard Shapiro of the Washington /W
said.
Former MLB pitcher and currant
ESPN radio host Rob Dibble Mid,
"Don't waste my time. Thanks for nothing, Vince."
Nothing? Au contraire. Mr. Dibble.
You have no idea what Mr. McMahon
has created for the children of tomorrow. On behalf of my demographic,
thank you NBC" Thank you Vince.
In an effort to give the 12-24 male
demographic more smut-tertainment
than it physically and emotionally can
handle (or deserves), NBC Sports and
the WWF unveiled McMahon's brainchild Saturday night in Las Vegas —
the XFL
Could they have picked a better
town than Vegas to unleash this event?
The XFL came in with more pop than
anyone expected and ended the weekend with more critics than those against
the Bush administration. One of the
biggest adversaries — ESPN.
There are obvious reasons why the
sports broadcast mogul would despise
a sports entertainment giant like the

World Wrestling Federation. Mainly:
the WWI is "Like" .ind I SPN covers
real sports; ESPN is a sister station to
ABC and together thev hold broadcasting rights to Sunday and Monday Night
I H tKill games; and the XFL to I Anal
to the NFL, albeit a small one.
So what are the problems with this
harmless upstart football league7
It seems the biggest problem with the
XFL is the level of competition it showcases. Tor the most part, these athletes
are third-string NFL players and semistars from the Arena league and NFLEurope who are just looking for a
chance to play football.
The XFL is not and was never going
to succeed by televising games between
two NFL practice squads. What it needed to do was provide a forum where
average football players can compete in
competitive football games and make it
visually interesting at the same time. In
that aspect, the XFL is succeeding.
I Sl'\ SportsCenter and radio h<»st
Dan Patrick said in a recent column on
ESPN.com, "If you thought you would
see some good football this weekend
and tuned in looking for it, you won't

make that mistake again
Actually Dan. you're right. We didn't
see good football Saturday night
because the 19-0 Us Vegas Outlaw
blowout of the New York/New |ane)
1 litmen was the game televised in our
area, and the I titmen are a terrible team
(pity me). At the same time, though, the
Chicago Enforcers were duking it out
with the Orlando Rage in a game thai
ended up being a !W29 affair. The Rage
recovered an onside kick to secure the
Will in the waning minutes of play
The Sunday games were equally
close contests as the San Francisco
Demons edged the Los Angeles Xtreme
15-13 on a last second field goal, and the
Memphis Mania*, held on to boat the
Birmingham Thunderbolts 22-20.
Three games decided by a total 8
points? Now that's exciting!
But Dibble makes a good point: "By
the third quarter they had to send us to
another game just to keep us from kicking our big-screen televisions!"
NBC would have been moronic not
to switch over Stations hold on to the
region "A" game as long as they can,
and if there's a better game in region

"B" they'll switch over. It's Basic
Broadcasting 101.
CBS does it during March MadnaM
FOX does it during the NFL season.
NBC and FOX do it during the MLB
pLnoffs
Hell, FOX switches just to watch
every Sammy Sosa strike out.
And what is "good" football anyway? If supposedly mediocre players
are playing other mediocre players,
does that mean it's going to be a
mediocre game?
No, it works like a double negative
because the two "mediocres" cancel
each other out It means that it's going
to be a close contest between two evenly matched teams with equal level players — excluding the Hitmen.
Would you rather watch the
Cleveland Browns beat the Cincinnati
Bengals 13-3, or see a 22-20 contest
between two teams fighting for and
earning their pay?
Basically, what it all comes down to is
people having a quick trigger finger
with the criticism gun. It's only been a
week and already they're calling the
XFI. a waste of time.

WASHINGTON POST COLUMNIST

All nght, so the players aren't the
best in the entire world of football, but
some of them look great compared to
their counterparts The camera work
wasn't MaUar Saturday night, but it got
better on Sunday and it will surely be
better next weekend The 10-minute allaccess ha If time would have been better
spent with a Tie-Bo infomercial. And,
the announcers are no Joe Theismans,
but there's nothing but positives in that.
But, the games are competitive, the
cameramen wear flak jackets, the sideline reporters harass the players and
coaches during critical moments, other
reporters mingle with the fans midgame, and the fans are the number one
priority. These are all good things.
And the cheerleaders. Oh sweet jeebus, the cheerleaders.
Andrew Tii/fs ;> the
sports editor who was
SHS;'ICKIHS/I/ struck on
the head by a flying bat
from an ESPN
chopper.

LEONARD SHAPIRO

NBC and WWF: What were you thinking?
chance for the mad scientists in NBC's
production unit to show oh* their new
toys, including helmet cameras and
sound men who took you into the huddle to hear quarterbacks grunt out "X
Slam, trips right on three" with no
explanation of what that meant.
Perhaps the announcers were too busy
drooling over the dancing girls.
This was not a football game, it was
a three-hour promo for McMahon's
main meal ticket, his stable of rasslers.
McMahon, a marketing genius,
somehow filled a small college football
stadium in Las Vegas for a dreadful
game between that city's Outlaws and
the New York/New Jersey Hitmen, but
only Vince knows how many tickets
were distributed free.
NBC switched to a game in Orlando
in the fourth quarter and announced a
sellout of 35,000, although vast reaches
of empty seats were visible. Let's see
how many show in Chicago later in the
month, with single digit temperatures
and the wind off Lake Michigan.
The main camera angle for the game

Shame on NBC
Shame on the network of the
Olympics, Samoff and Garroway,
Huntley and Brinkley, Gowdy and
Costas for selling out to the dark side of
gratuitous violence, tawdry titillation
and lousy football, otherwise known as
the XFL. Now we know what the X
stands for. Brand X — and hardly worth
wasting a perfectly decent Saturday
night to watch.
The XFL, brainchild of World
Wrestling Federation mogul Vince
McMahon and aided and abetted by a
healthy investment from NBC, made its
debut over the weekend and it was
worth a look if only for the novelty. For
the suits at NBC, it's cheap programming aimed at the young demographic
on the week's lowest rated night. Never
mind that it has no redeeming social
value. The bottom line? As usual, it's the
bottom line.
This was not really a football game,
it was an excuse to show scantily clad
women posing as "cheerleaders." This
was not really a football game, it was a

comes from an end zone view behind
the quarterback, as opposed to the more
traditional view from the middle of the
field. It allows viewers to see holes open
and close but offers little perspective on
how far it is to a first down.
There are microphones everywhere,
the better to listen to the woofing and
taunting on nearly every play. Coaches
are miked, an interesting touch, particularly with New York head man Rusty
Tillman, a maniacal Redskins special
teamer in the George Allen era and later
a respected special teams coach for several NFL teams.
There are cameras in the locker
room for pregame Gipper speeches and
halftime tirades, neither of which
occurred Saturday night. McMahon's
definitely got to work on those scripts,
though knowing Tillman, the first time
he is told what to say, McMahon will
get an earful.
The game looks real enough, though
it is being played mostly by NFL rejects.
Receivers drop passes, running backs
hit the wrong holes, quarterbacks throw

Can't remember the last time you
changed the oil?
Come in to Blue Ridge Tire and we'll do it right for only

$16.95

into tnple coverage and defenders constantly freelance out of base defenses,
(learly obvious from Tillman's halftime
message.
There were four so-called sideline
"reporters," including the normally sensible Mike Adamle, who should have
known better, asking dumb and dumber questions. In the closing seconds,
another sideline man tried to ask
Orlando coach Galen Hall how it felt to
have won his first game, even as Hall
was trying to figure out end-game strategy. Flail walked away — the move of
the night.
The lead XFL announcers are Matt
Vasgersian, not so good on play-byplay, and Minnesota Gov Jesse Ventura,
whose main contribution was to talk
about how these players gave up jobs
and left girlfriends and wives and children for their love of the game.
Wrong, governor. They're playing
for $45,000 a year trying to impress NFL
scouts who might give them another
chance to play in the major leagues of
professional football — the NFL — for

more money and better benefits.
Ventura was at his very worst when
New York/New Jersey quarterback
Charles Puleri had to leave the game
after being sacked. Cameras homed in
on Puleri being checked out by a trainer
for a possible concussion or broken
cheekbone Puleri looked slightly dared
and disoriented, but up in the booth, the
compassionate governor said: "Aw, he
didn't get hit that hard ... He doesn't
even get hit in the head. I wanna know
why Puleri's out of the game ... You can
read it all on his face. The quarterback
has quit."
There were other distasteful touches
as well: A cheerleader introduced Vegas
quarterback Ryan Clement by cooing,
"He knows how to score." Later, Vegas
defensive back Brandon Sanders stood
next to a woman and was asked about
his favorite part of the game.
"Right now," he leered, "it's the
bump and run."
I've got a better idea. Ignore this
league. Read a book. Go to a movie. We
expected much more from NBC.

Size Matters

includes niter & up to 5 quarts of oil

Rd9eJ,RE

434-5935
E Market at Furnace
Next to Papa John's

m
-"-!

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St.-574-3178

Wed like to take
this opportunity tour^ you to lwk at
tiilif ferent titl
Find the out of-place disturbing or Just plain weird ad In todays classified section and
youll get a big student discount every Wednesday and Friday at Massanuttm Resort
Of course If youd rather Just get right to the skiing snowboardlng and snow tubing
(or If you have something better to do like take care of that laundry thats
been piling up since fall break) call 289 4954 and well give you the discount anyway
But try to check out the classifieds too Our writer could really use the ego boost

MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
Call 289 4954 • www massresort com
PO Box 1227 HarrlsonburgVA 22801

Pheasant Run
Brand New Townhomes

Visit us today at the housing fair in College Center from 12p-7p

Phone:801-0660

Otticn Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm

From JMU or Port Rd: Got onto S, Main St. heading towards
Shootz. Turn left onto Rocco Ave., across from Hartman Dodge
(If you pass Sheetz, you have gone 1 block too far). On Rocco
Ave., furn right onto Pheasant Run Circle The model and office
is the first townhome on the left.
*Cv

as wetfas the comfort you feetinside

THURSDAY. FEB.
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"LASSLWlZllS
FOR RENT
12 Large
Bedroom House
165 N HlghSlrrrt
4 Huiiis. i ttdm
S'240/person/mo.

867-9375
3 ■ •droom. Fully Furnished
h,'\
kitchen. OW. W/0. A/C. Iv/vcr
Available Aug 1 at University
Place Cos 438-8077
3, 4. or S BR Unit* Available ■
Furnished Of unfurnished. Rer.t
starling at $150/bedioom. Apple
Real Estate. Inc 54043J9576.
Hunter's RMg« TownlMiit* furnished. 2 bedroom units with
furnished kitchen. $260/person.
Cable included! 703-737 0103 or
5408858532
lUM Reservoir Coaege Station
4 bedroom. 2 bath. w/0. DW. G/D.
Fumrshcd $900/mo 867-9375
Larg* 2 B**o.
intents for
20012002. W/0. A/C
1.5
bathrooms, quiet student complo
of 8 units. Call 56*2659 or see
www.casflepropafry.com
Mown AvaBaWa: Harrison Street.
Cast Market Street. Mam Street.
433-2126
Ml W. Market Street - 5
bedroom, 2 bath. W/D. 2 kitchens.
DW, G/D. basement. $1250/mo.
867 9375
Spring 2001 Sublease • rent
negotiable Easy-going roommates.
Contact Sarah. 434 6808

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Bedroom
M.xlts..n l.rr.wr
Hunter* Kldfir
(•in^ritiir'.til
SrorTlrif; <H M'l

2 Bedrooms
Hunters Ridge
M.idl-Min Manor
Madison Temire
Sirutmpnl S2t2.HO

Furnished 3IR University Place •
3001 • 2002. deck, appliances.
$690/mo. year lease 432«993

J-M
APARTMENTS

Hunter's RMge - 4 BR. 2 baths.
top floor condo, furnished, new
refrigerator, mattresses, sofa
cushions. IR carpet, paint. Family
managed. 10 month lease
Groups of 4. 1190/bedroom;
groups of 3, $235/bedroom.
groups of 2. $320/bedroom. Call
owner at 757 4814162 or email
iheavbOiunacom.

4.W-8800. Anytime!
201)1 - 2002
Ethernet Available!
I BH Apt

SMO/mo.

2RRApt. VWXVmo.
Of $2(KVpcfson
JBRApI. SMOVmo.

FOREST HILLS/
GREENBR1AR DR.

or $ 170/pcrson

4 HK Apt $720/mo.

4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths.

<* JI KOYpcrson

Washer/Dryer. Appliances

One of tfw ckMst lamploet to Mill

Close to JMUf

Kline Realty Property

Available June I. 2001

Management

433-0796

The good apartments $<> first.
Mt. Vlaw Dr. Townhouse - 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
distance. $195/mo. One year
lease, 8/01 8/02. Washer/dryer
70)4505008

H>COM h> and vec us'
Visit in at: www.cf**im/-reml
Large 1 RR Apartments • good
condition, close, various start
dates available Mo pets, 1350.
43)1569

Nag* He**, NC - Relatively new
house In eiceiient condition. Fully
furnished, washer and dryer.
dishwasher, central A/C. Available
May 1 through August 31 Sleeps
8. S2,300/month. Call for
details, 757850-1532 or email
renmtleOpmn net

293 Campbell Street • will be
available June 1. Call 43)6047
Get Heating? Got Q*«Htkm»' . •
a mmute7 Visit the OCL Housing
Fairl College Center. 12-7 p.m.,
Thursday. February 8

House - West Market - large
rooms, private yard, 3 baths. nO
pets. 7 people. $290 each. B.
Martin. 703-93W167.

1210 Mtn. View - 4 5 bedroom. 2
baths. W/0. OW. G/D, air.
new carpet, basement, walking
distance. Furnished townnouse.
$235/mo /person. 8679375
4 R.droom House - 65 West
Feirvlew. 2 baths. 2 Irving rooms. 2
kitchens. W/D. DW, August 2001,
year lease 1960/month. deposit
4334984

Beat the Reatal Rush! 3 bedroom
townnouse available August 1 in
Keister school area. Quiet, safe
neighborhood, garage, large deck
phone and cable outlets in each
room. For more details or an
appointment, call 800842 2227 or
e-mail tpyOetflOmHhentef.net

1169 Harrison • walking distance.
4 bedroom, W/D. DW. G/0. nice
yard 8679375

319 OM S. Htgk - A/C. 2 DedroonT.
W/D. walking distance. $600/mo
8679375

2 ■egrMra House • beside
campus, good condition. Available
7/1/01. $675. 433-1569

lBMri.wHo.a-,

W/D. available 8/17/01
$675/mo.. 433-1569
Orl^ameua Howktg AvasaMe - 1,
2 and 3 story townhouses and
condos and 5 bedroom, 3 bath
condos available for 2001/2002.
For listings, floor plans and
locations contact University
Realty 4344444. unnff.VgTe.nef.
www. urwersrtvveaffy. com

Deck House.
Mason Street 2 BR apartmenl.wnter
Included. 8230/ person

M.idKim Manor
I hike Garden*

1335 Devon Lane 3 bedroom. furnNhri!.

Mudison Gardens
Madison Terrace

W/D. D/W. A/C. 8700/mo.

MadlMin Square
University II.mStiirtliu/ nl M !■>

Liberty Street 2 blocks from campus. 2

4 Bedrooms
Mountain View HflRllls

good conclrtion

260 W. Wolfa - 3 bedroom,
basement, W/D, pets allowed
$750/mo. Available 6/15/01.
8679375

or 3 bedroom townhouse.

Great Hoosas New AvefteMe - for
2001-2002. See them yourself
www. casfieprope'fy.com

water included.

Hunters RtdgjB

8250/person. 3 levels.

Madlvm Manor

lartfe rooms.

University Mare
University Court

3/4 BR Houses On <»l<! South HlHh St.

5 Bedroom House - Legitimate.
1135 S. Main Full kitchen, W/D.
basement, year lease, deposit,
tune 2001. 4330984

Very Nice 3 BR House Nc.ir EMU, 2 bath. W/D.
D/W. 8275/person.

Houses and Duplexes - Ready
when
you
are!
Any
time!

OossPJjB Station
re* Hill
OOUBtty < luhl OUfl
Sttrtlnorif SI75

5 Bedrooms
Hunter s Ridge I. II
Sttutliui ..
Large Selection
of Houses!
Funkhouaer A Aaeoclates
Property Management. Inc.
SVs4WtolfchuMni'iMiiiiui^Mi<^r mw

www. costieproper ty. com

ALL WALKING DISTANCE
TOJMU NOBUSRWEI
Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.

Furnished Best kept femnhoose
4 bedroom. 2 5 baths, swimming
pool, tennis Call 434-3790.
,

Want a House Nest Year? Try the
easy way. www.castlepropeity.com.

438-8800
Visit our web siteutt'U'. cfw.com/~ rent

4 Bedroom, 2 Bath • condo, like
new. August 1 lease, deposit .owner.
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath • luxury condo,
new condition 298-2074

Large House, West Market
2
kitchens. 2 baths. 5 people, no
petl $270 each B Martin, 7039314167
Nagi Hcid Student Summer
Rental • 3 bedrooms. 2 baths,
central A/C. $400/monih/student.
6 students. May 1 - August 31
252255*328
Rent IH*I On Income - Deer Run
Apartments is currently accepting
applications for 1, 2 and 3
bedroom apartments For more
information call 434-3173. EHO
Houses • 2 bedroom, Blueslone
St.. 3 bedroom S. High Street. 4
bedroom Onto Ave Ready 8/01/01
information. 540879,9548.

Size Matters
4 bedroom
2.5 bath
1500 sq.ft.
front door parking
ethernet available
microwave
dishwasher
washer & dryer
deck or patio
$250 not furnished*
$275 furnished*
'per bedroom
roommate situations available

801-0660
Better than mestl completely
furnished 4 bedroom condo on bus
route Ww. deck and yard. $49,900.
C-21 Brown 18004765152
3 BR
2 BA
May 4 to Sept. 4.
$1800/mo plug utilities AC. W/D.
lurnisneo. 6 persons, VA res. (w)
804-74A.5851; (h) 804-794*904.
Almost Now 1 BH AparttsWitB
excellent condition, stove, ref,
W/0. some with dishwashers
Avertable 8/17/01 $400425 No
pets. 4331569.
Furakshed 3M Tewnsvauas • 2001~
2002. l
1/2 baths, deck,
appliances, nice, close. $750/mo
Year lease. 432 6993 Walk to
campus
4 ■igfiOBw. a sssti • basement,
porch, yard, walk to JMU, on
Canoed Ave. Available May 15. CaH
after 7 p.m. 301 4902985 or emaii Morwan3219notmai.com.
2 Mladed tor ■ Bedroom He*— •
on Mam Street, across from
campus Call Alexis. 442 9493.
Year lease. $250/person.

1/2 Price Winter Clearance Sale
Gift A Thrift. 227 N Mam
MontMy TaMoM RuMkatkM - with
local circulation Send inquiries to
Bo« 147. c/o Daily News Record.
Harrisonburg. VA 22801.
1992 Nissan Start!a - Encellent
condition, automatic, power locks/
windows, new brakes, extras'
(4.250. E-mari oUUra>iiu.edu Work.
5664)693. Home 5402462379

HELP WANTED
Cash! Earn cash selling Avon. Free
sign up CaH Connie 5763818

TRAVEL OUT WEST1
••.•ilru.i-tirn < it

Summer Internship
Intel lent experience. Average

CmiseJ272
riorida si 19
Jamaica M3)
Cancun S399
10-

o„. 1.1b v..

independent* *haip *udcnb>
I... Information rail 441 99II.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2001
Excellent _rral We' experience
to build your rriumr plus
earn over 86.000
Now Intervlrwuig on-cauipun

MJwm.tuttUmpaintert.com
Want to Hbe a Latin Tutor • for my
home schooled high school
daughter. 3 4 hours/week. Call
433*661.
$1500 Weakly Potential • mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202452 5901.

1-800-678-6386
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise1 5 days.
$2791 inciudos meals, parties'
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida' Get group
go free' sonngiveahfravef com
1*006766386.
0© Direct = Savings! "1 internet
based company offering wholesale
Spring Break
packages
(no
mxJOJemen)1 Zero traveler cornpta*nts
last
year.
18003671252
wvm.spnngbrefl*drrecf Com
SpiiraBieaklJjTgggicorri

Computer Monitor Notebook
Sales and Service • PC. MAC. Call
433-7977.
Discounted
Phone
Cards,
Wholesaler Dkeet • Lass than $ 01
per minute. Page for ordering
information. 564-7828 Brown and
Sons Company

NOTICE
Pur more infomunon and
j-vMMance regarding the
investigation of financing
buiineiu opponunliic*-. contact
Ihc llclier llusinns Bureau. Inc

1-KOO-5.U-550I

FOR SALE

SPRING BREAK

Orey Chinchilla - large cage.
everything included. $125. Call
Rob. 4330632.

tally Spring %!•** ftp.cl.ltl
Cancun & Jamaica from S389I
Air. hotel, free meals! Award
winning company' Group leaders
freer Florida vacations. $1291
ia0O6'86386
spnngbrealrtravef. com

Congratulations to Th« Breete •
lor taking first place m the General
Makeup category m the recent
Virginia Press Association awards
Congrats to Seth Casana and
Travis Clmgenpoel tor their
individual awards Seth took first
place for editorial cartoons. Travis
■1 ■. gj-ej : jej • | i ports wa] (gj

Signed n Irate but Mill havr
BAiataUOtM ' Kxplorr Hi*-

OCL HOUSING FAIR
College Center
12-7 p.m. - TODAY!

Hot Girls and
Hunky Studs
Await You!
Also mtddkj aged oakJ guys,
•onMfftsTkj Hrjii tnd ttM n gjari
with bad haircuts.
Hey, we gel all types at
Massanutten. but on

college students get
the best discounts.
Call 289-4954

Paul
Business/ Management
Internship - for Summer/Spring
2001. Detailed information and
onane appkcat*on at wwwjablon.com.

SERVICES

Happy Five Month* My Bella
•II Love You InfVirry

Wednesdays and Fndays.

Help Wanted - Earn up to
$500/week assembling products
at home. No experience Info 1
504*46-1700. Dept. VA4806.

ttesaat Operated Web Design
Firm - seeks experienced HTML.
Javascript
programmer with
Dreamweaver 4 proficiency. High
pay! Excellent resume booster
Contact wecrfnasfersSfcoves.oer

PERSONALS

Bahamas Party

fir* summer $7,000 Oily selecting

2 M TSwaharase • great condition.
very close! W/0. 2001-2002.
$S25/mo . 4331569.

ftegorater Juts. Taps - Beer/wine
making.
Bluestone
Cellars,
downtown. 4326799.

fii

•1 Spring Break vacaUoae!
Best Prices Guaranteed' Cancun.
Jama-ca. Bahamas A Florida Book
Cancun A get free meal plan Earn
cash & go free' Now hiring
Campus Reps 1 80O234-70O7.
r^id/esssummerrowrs.com

What's Your
Fantasy?
ii ii invdivrs dtocounted

18003671252
Spring Break Panama City Beach.
Daytona South Beach FL Best
parties, hotels and condos.
Lowest Prices! 18OO5752026.
www myspringOreafc. net

MUmiM
CanCUn "•" 5*77
oaitiaica s*?4?
pahawas "s-?
Panania
II?
ci+y
"^
i

5UIV1MER

■

am oois umucu'""" tE3
7 <a/r?-A-J* i l€-»ilLJ<

sklini;. siiowl«)<ir(linij.
or Bnow tubing on
Wrilin SII.IVN.HKI I ndivs
I.ill

Maaasuiutten at

269 1954.
if us the one with the
(inus(town and
the reathei duster,
call your thei

Send a Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!
S2.50 for the first 10
words and $2.00 each
additional 10 words.

Call 568-6127 Of
stop by the basement or
Anthony-Seeger.

Enter the ^J^

ORST HOOKUP
contest!
* submit your funniest, grossest, most horrifying hookup
stories to 'fUSi? and you could be a winner!

Deadline: Feb. 16 at 5.

How to Enter, i prop 0f f your story at The Breeze (basement of Anthony-Seeger hall)
2. E-mail your sordid tale to mail@turfmag.com ASAP!

What'd vou think about the lastiru^?
&JJll pllf ^J

nts, ideas and su mitTiTfo -iu jjjiljjg

^JJJJJH
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Domino's Difference

Medium
Special

Topping-, and chees* all the
h*jy to the edge to give you
more pizza for the money

1 Medium 2-Topping
Pizza & Breadstix with
dipping sauce

ct crust
'innertubc
edges allowed'

$6.99
[-Topping
One Large 1 -Topping
Pizza For

Awnitc
toppings you can sec and taste
Not a "Mystery Pie -

OUR DUALITY
ii?

SM199
Plus untold
foralmited
Wneonty.
AdOOon*
topping

extra

Locally Owned A Operated

JMU/ S. Main St.

433-2300
Port Rd/Valley Mall

433-3111

r$arU

Party Special
5 FOR $25

DOMINO'S HAS
N AMERICA'S
ELIVERY
CiiWL'iJ s'Uii
•ID 1MM

TOPPING
ON EACH

$6.99

Buy 5 or more Large Cheese
Pizzas for only

$5.00

Additional Toppings $1 each

I One Large 1-Topping
Pizza & an Order of
Cinnastix

EACH

$9.99

eamtunnel
February 5-11,2001

O ^A^^AA\^. si:
Steamtunnels Special

Steamtunnels Tries Out
Personal Makeovers Online

Last Chance!
Win a Trip to the
Jim Russell Racing
Drivers School

Shelli Oh (left)
of Harebell:
"Inspirations
come from
faery lore."
A profile
of the sister
team behind
31 Corn Lane

Visit
Steamtunnels.net
to register
High-Tech Designs

Also inside: Skip the Mall: Cheap Ways to Look Great Custom Clothes Online Plus: Alternative
Colleges You'd Never Dream Of. Why Game Developers Love the Press On the Road with
Kozmo Web Site Feature: Beauty Products Also Reviewed: WetFeet, Infomine, Insound,
Bodyw, Flipdog, Escape Artist, Pollstar, ECHO, Harmony Central, Perseus, many more

J
^r

*^*
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PERSONALITY PROFILE

Dressing
By Yasmin Tabi

Shelli Oh's line of clothing reflects her personality—a
fusion of spirituality and fashion. Oh, 27, is a Canadian
clothing designer with a background in fashion design and
production management. Her clothing line, Harebell, was
born on Dec. 24, 1997, in Toronto. Her fashion concept
stems from her love for faery lore and ancient mysticism, and
her "passion for the connection between the natural world
and the magical realm."
Oh explains, "Inspirations come from traditional faery lore
and memories of ancient times; that's where the feminine
spirit and mysticism of the designs are born. I wish to give
glimpses of this magic, and in turn share the energy and joy I
experience through it." This ethereal take on clothing has
made a favorable impression on the fashion world. Harebell
has been received warmly at trade shows in New York as well
as in boutiques across Canada and all over the world.
She uses pastel and earth tones that blend together in
her pieces, which range from sleeveless tie tops to long skirts.
"I like to emphasize texture and delicate details or trimmings
to create a balance between sheer rawness and delicacy to
evoke an ethereal quality." Oh said she strives to
strong sense of femininity with the Harebell line
Oh runs her business the same way she
clothes—reminiscent of her spirituality—
it's a business. Her retail clients receive a
the theme of the season, a marketing manel
part of the faery gift campaign."
Unlike many designers, Oh didn't get a big break in the
industry. She began as a pattern drafter, then turned to sample sewing, technical design, production assistant, marker
maker and grader. Now that she's creating her own designs,
she puts in 12- to^finfur days, shifts broken by her other
interests sin I, ,is yoga,writing and climbing.
Oh's plans for Harebell are ambitious: she'd like to expand
into Japan and Eura Rising the Internet as her international
launching pad. "T)(H iternet is like a passport around the
world! It's made international exposure for our company as
simple as pushing am ton, through our web site."
(harebell.com)
School: Ryerson PorjH v lc University in Toronto
program for fashion design and production n.
Shelli never had: Barbies
Celebrities Oh would like to dres;
Clare Danes, Katie Holmes, HeJ
Cwyneth Paltrow

2 steamtunnels.net

bachelor

More designers profiled on page 4
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President-Robert Desmond
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Chief Financial Officer-Peter Catalino
Vice President of National Advertising-Mirk Businski
MIS Director-David Stifter
Office Manager-Jesse Lee
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Editor-in-Chie/-Robert Desmond
Managing Editor-Keith Powers
Creative Director-Audrey Borowski
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Senior Graphic Designer-Sue Cell
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MEET THE STAFF

Mark Businski

Jane Kim

VP of National Advertising

Intern

As the Vice President of
National Advertising,
Mark Businski contacts
potential advertisers for
Steamtunnels and heads up
our New York office. Mark
comes to Steamtunnels from CASS
Communications, where he worked for 19
years in College Marketing. During his
tenure at CASS, Mark served as the Senior
Vice President, Eastern Regional Manager.
His Steamtunnels office is located on the
39th floor of the Empire State Building.
Students visiting New York City should
come by the office for a visit. There are
great views of midtown Manhattan from
his office!

Jane works in the Boston
office of Steamtunnels,
writing web reviews.
^
researching articles and
•
helping to keep the editorial team running smoothly.
Aside from her normal intern drudgery,
she also gets to go out on cool assignments. In this issue, check out her experience during a ride-along with a
Kozmo.com delivery person. She wanted
to ride the scooter, but they wouldn't let
her.
Age: 21
Hometown: Massapequa. NY (home of
the Baldwins and Joey Buttafuoco)
School: Boston College

Hometown: Flint. Ml (birthplace of
General Motors and the setting of Roger
and Me)

Major: Communications, with Hispanic
Studies concentration

College: Michigan State University, degree
in Advertising Management, 1981

Hobbies: Been playing the violin for 10
years; in-line skating

Favorite web site: Steamtunnels.net

Fave web sites: astroabby.com,
nytimes.com

Hobbies: Boating, hiking, water and snow
skiing; Scouting (he's an Eagle Scout and
is currently an Assistant Scoutmaster)

Top 10 reasons to check out
the all-new Steamtunnels.net
Specific to
Your School

Steamtunnels
Radio

Web Site Library

Steamtunnels
Guides

Main Office
220 Boylston St., Suite 302
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

tel (617) 964-5060
fax (617) 964-5065
info@steamtunnels.net
Advertising Sales
Empire State Building, Suite 3920
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10118
tel (212) 404-7455
fax (212) 404-7460
advertising@steamtunnels.net
Web Development
37A 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
tel (415) 401-1560
fax (415) 206-1409
Email: You can send email to any Steamtunnels staff
member by typing the person's first initial and last
name, followed by @steamtunnels.net.

Up-to-theMinute
Weather
and News

Sweepstakes
and giveaways

Local
Information
•
•
•
•

Message Boards

Weekly Polls

Campus photos
Events
Restaurant guide
TV/Movie listings

Extended Articles

steamtunnels.net
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31 ( uin I ;.! i
Amy, Heather (25-year-old twins) and Teeter
Sperber, 23, are the three sisters behind 31
Corn Lane, a tote bag line run out of their
Brooklyn, New York. home.
The Sperbers were raised in Shrewsbury, NJ,
where as youngsters they loved clothes and playing dress-up—hobbies that led to sewing and
designing—and they devote everything they've
got to bringing their fashion dreams to fruition.
Teeter said she's online all day scouting shops
and updating the database of clients and tote bag stock, while
Amy and Heather devote nights and weekend hours to running
31 Corn Lane, making extras, planning new designs, and hatching
more ideas.
Their line of handbags is inspired by the sisters' desire to promote fun and functionality through quirky designs and quality
effort. You can find them mainly at stores on the East Coast, such
as Patch 155 in New York City. Hello Beautiful Hair Salon in
Brooklyn, Newbury Comics in Boston and other record stores
throughout New York.
There's more to these sisters than just designing tote bags.
Heather and her boyfriend run a record label called "Ear to Ground
Records," Teeter volunteers at a local youth center and Amy does
graphic design for friends' bands, making both T-shirts and other
promotional materials. According to Heather, 31 Corn Lane prefers
the intimacy of face-to-face business, so the sisters spend a lot of
time visiting stores, showing off their bags and taking orders for
new merchandise.

Eventually the Sperbers want to expand their line by incorporating clothing and using the Internet (they're currently building a
web site), but for now they've decided to focus on promoting their
tote bags. Says Heather. "We wear our own product...and we make
sure all our pals have totes to wear around. You'd be amazed what
a buzz can be created by word of mouth!"
Education: Amy attended the Fashion Institute of Technology in
New York. Teeter went to the University of Colorado at Boulder,
and Heather went to Colorado State University in Fort Collins.
Amy and Heather used to get their kicks: Dressing Teeter up like

a doll.
Women who nag: The Sperbers play in a band called The Nagg
with three other girls.
Designers they like: According to Heather, the sisters are all fans
of the clothing line Built By Wendy (builtbywendy.com). All three
also frequent thrift stores to find vintage treasures.
Pretty in Pink: 31 Corn Lane would kill to dress Molly Ringwald.
Advice for aspiring designers from Heather Sperber: "Don't ever
take no for an answer and always stand behind what you're creating.
Remember, your closest girl pals are your sassiest advertisement!" •
Get more information about their line by emailing
31 CornLane@aol.com.

The Kozmonauts Have Landed
-amtunnels rides alonu with online delivery seivice Ko
By Jane Kim
Do you ever get insatiable urges in the middle of the night for a
pint of Ben & Jerry's Chunky Monkey, but don't want to trek to
the corner store? Or maybe your mom's birthday is this week but
just don't have the time in your loaded schedule to make the trip to
the mall? Well, Kozmo.com has you in mind—with their help you
might not ever have to leave the comfort of your dorm room again.
Steamtunnels took a ride along with Kozmo, the unmistakably
orange courier service that guarantees to deliver the goods in
under an hour. Boston managerial team members Will Weddleton
and Katherine Kwack took Steamtunnels behind the scenes and
introduced us to the Kozmo revolution.
So, what's Kozmo.com all about?
When Joseph Park and Yong Kang created Kozmo.com in 1997, they
envisioned a courier service that would combine the convenience of
web shopping with the speed of delivery. With 11 locations nationwide—in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Portland,
San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, D.C. and New York—
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this Internet-to-door company is still growing.
Kozmo delivers everything from food to
health and beauty products. They've recently
added a gift service that allows shoppers to
ship specialty items like Palm Pilots and Dirty
Girl cosmetics, as well as creative Kozmo kits
designed for every occasion.
What do you have to do to get the goods?
If you live in one of the cities served by Kozmo.com, just go to the
web site, Kozmo.com, punch in your zip code to find the closest
branch, browse the list of items and send your order. Within an hour,
you'll be greeted by an orange-helmeted Kozmonaut—that's Kozmospeak for messenger—package in hand.
Virtual security. Guaranteed.
According to Boston general manager Will Weddleton, the
Kozmonaut never sees what's inside the package during delivery, so
your purchase is strictly confidential until you open it. •
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Virtual Makeovers

Try a daring new look—without having
to live with it forever.

By Molly Delano
Have you ever wondered how you'd look with Calista Flockhart's
wispy hair? Or what bright blue eyes would do for your dark
complexion? The answers to these burning beauty questions and
more are right on your desktop.
Thanks to new digital imaging technology, the online beauty
business is booming with the addition of interactive features like
virtual makeovers.
It's as easy as uploading a photo of yourself, and then blocking out a few hours to try out everything from the ridiculous to
the realistic.
Makeoverstudio.com is without a question the best site out
there. The "My Studio" section offers great graphics and easy-tofollow instructions for testing out hundreds of hairstyles and colors and makeup combinations.

There's no question that some of the
hairstyles they offer are horrible—
but that's half the fun.
You can upload a digital photo of yourself in seconds or
choose from one of many models they provide.
There's no question that some of the hairstyles they offer are
horrible—but that's half the fun. I guarantee you'll test out a
bleach blond crew cut before your makeover session is through.
Makeoverstudio.com also has a "Makeover of the Month" section in which they choose a willing victim and give her several different hair and makeup looks. Each look has a "how-to" pop-up
window that includes instructions for the cut, styling tips, and
hints about whether or not the look is right for your hair and face
type. You have to register to use the makeover features, but the
process is free and relatively painless.
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Emakeover.com is another virtual makeover site, but it pales in
comparison to makeoverstudio.com. Grainy graphics and a touchy
uploading process make it difficult to get a real sense of what
you'd look like in these hair and makeup options. But once you get
past the glitches, prepare for some serious fun—in addition to
hair and makeup, emakeover.com also has sunglasses and goofy
hats that you'd never wear in a million years. But that won't stop
you from checking them out!
Probably the most useful function of these sites is seeing how
you'd look with a drastically different hair length—I've always
thought about cutting my medium-long hair, but after seeing these
cheeks in a bob, I know it'll never happen.
You can test out tons of radical hair colors at clairol.com,
and at makeover.women.com, though the image quality is poor,
there are dozens of hair-dos to choose from, ranging from short
to long to glamorous (try out that Rapunzel look with their stepby-step "how-to's").
Hair isn't the only thing you can test out online; there are
plenty of sites that allow you to try bold makeup shades without
actually buying anything. Head to ivillage.com/beauty and give
their "makeover-o-matic" a whirl. Choose a model and then experiment with foundation, eye shadow and liner, cheek color and lipstick. When you're done, save your look in a "Look Book" that you
can refer to before you head to an actual store.
If these sites don't quench your makeover madness,
Cosmopolitan sells Virtual Makeover software
(familycentral/home/cosmo2) that you can install on your computer. You'll be able to experiment for days with makeup, hair style
and color, and even accessories. Try out Essence's Virtual Makeover
software for women of color (littleafrica.com/essence). •
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find the hottest fashion
at great stores—without breaking your budget.
Anew semester means it's time to
refresh your wardrobe.
Style.
Some people have it in great abundance. Some spend their lives searching for
it. Others pay
through the nose
for it. Every
semester students
face the same
dilemma: how to
find the hottest
fashions without
failing Economics 101.
Here are a few ways to keep
your wardrobe phat without
having to spend a fortune.
Co online.
Does trying on
clothes in a 3foot-square dressing room under
harsh fluorescent
lights make you
never want to
shop again? Try
shopping at the
online version of
your favorite
retailer. Often,
sites like The
Cap (gap.com)
and Banana
Republic
(www. banana
republic.com)
carry the same store
item, as well as terrific
sale items, discounted up
to 207o-40% over the instore price.
Look for bargains in
unexpected places.
Shop in the young men's
or juniors' sections of major
department stores. Many large stores like
Macy's (macys.com), Nordstrom
(http://store.nordstrom.com) and
Bloomingdale's (bloomingdales.com) sel

runway "knock-offs" that look just as good
as famous-maker brands. Also, comb the
discount racks at the very back of the
men's and women's departments for
clothes marked for reduction. Purchase
clothes off their sites, which have sale and
clearance sections and are a great place to
find bargains.
Try visiting other neighborhood offprice retailers in your area.
A store in the next town may carry
different merchandise. Ask the store
manager what the best days of
the week are to catch new items
so you can have first pick on
all the latest arrivals. Shop
early in the morning or
late at night because
stores will be less crowded and quieter.
Learn to accessorize.
Sometimes you just need
to add a bit of flair or funk to
your wardrobe. The quality
of clothing and accessories
has improved in discount
stores over the past 10 years.
Check out your local Target
(target.com), Kmart (blue
light.com) and Wal-Mart
(walmart.com) for everything
from sunglasses to shoes.
Speaking of shoes, the Birkenstock
Express (birkenstock
express.com) sells bargain and
discontinued shoes so low
they're practically giving
them away. The company can
also add you to a mailing list
for announcements of
upcoming specials.
Sure, you can buy hip
clothes for less.
It just takes a little effort.
Visit steamtunnels.net for
more great shopping tips, as well as links
to your favorite online retailers. •

Sites like The Gap and Banana
Republic carry the same store
item, as well as terrific sale
items, discounted up to 20%40% over the in-store price.

irkenstock Express
x//birkenstock
%
Kpress.com)
ireat for purchasing Birkenstocks. Has
eatured sales and clearance that you
earch by size. Also gives advice on how to
»re for the shoes and what size is best.
Jstrom
tp://store.nordstrom.com)
selection of items. Can return via
ail, exchange at any store, or return only
[purchased with a Nordstrom's card.
f's (macys.com)
to navigate, and Macy's has a huge
tion. The sale section only features
;lusive sales, not marked-down items.
1

lingdale's (bloomingdales.com)
cely organized with an incredible clearsection. Potential to make some
|lly good buys.
Target (target.com)
Kcellent store for buying inexpensive,
ility, stylish items. Has a great clear: section.
nart (bluelight.com)
| similar to Target, except Kmart has
i famous BlueLight specials.
Cap (gap.com)
ccellent site. Can purchase everything
i would at the store, return by sending
9ck or by bringing it to any Cap store.
[you can't find your size at a store, order
online. Good sale section and size chart.
inana Republic
v-bananarepublic.com)
ftiilar to Cap—these two retailers are
ned by the same company—but with
lore metro style.
Photos courtesy Cap and Bi'kenstock Laptev
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Press Time

Links
rpgheaven.de/artikel/interview.
php?id = 3&seite=1

What goes on behind the scenes in game development
is as interesting as the games themselves. Byk.™z.e,V
enced at brilliant stratehind the developegy-maker Mindscape.
ment of every
.
after Mattel bought
game is a story. The
them and then was
stress of the indusforced to sell off all its
try— sandwiched
gaming due to ineffecbetween devoted fans
. I
tual management.
and money-focused
Most developers
publishers forced to
have a love affair with
guess what the next
, , J> with
.i_
the media. They
popular trend will
y
Software founder
founder )ohn
John Carmack
Carm
id Software
irmacki (seated)
(seated)
' realize
player
Dennis
they need the press to
be — is not for the
1997 world
world champion Quake
Quakee player
p
Dennis
Thresh" Fong.
reach their audience,
faint of heart.
which is both hyperIt's no wonder
critical of new releases and staunchly loyal
these developers and the companies seem
cri
and devoted to its favorite games. Few
larger than life. Take John Romero of Ion
an
developers are press shy: Blizzard
Storm, who loves media attention even
de
Entertainment,
makers of Diablo II. is the
though his recent games have failed to
En
only one to come to mind.
deliver. Or the fancy car loving John
on
The rapid expansion of the gaming
Carmack of Quake fame (id Software). Or
industry has generated a wealth of
Developers realize they need the press to
stories about intrigues, mismanagereach their audience, which is both hyperment, betrayals, tragedies and heroics.
critical of new releases and staunchly
If you've ever wanted to know how
loyal and devoted to their favorite games.
" ' your favorite game was really made,
explore
sites like Gamespot's Behind the
the heartbreak felt at Looking Class
ex
Cames series by Geoffrey Keighley.
Studios, where award-winning products like
G;
Gamespy s (gamespy.com) and RPCVault's
Thief 1 & 2 failed to save them from
Gi
Developers Diaries (rpgvault.ign.com).
financial ruin. Or the frustration experiD(

3 dga meforce.com/interviews/bfl 942

rnmnnsit mm
of the upcoming Battlefield 1942,

gamespot.com/features/btg/
index.html

planetquake.com/polycount/skins/
gbu/kenneth-scott/interview.shtml

escapemi.com/interview110900.html
hThi
Island series, talks about how voii

fatbabies.com

and numerous interviews found listed daily
at Blue's News (bluesnews.com) and Daily
Radar (dailyradar.com). These sites are
must-reads for gaming enthusiasts. •

Somp rollpnps you prohflhly won't hpar ahnut from a qiiirlanrp rounsplor

When someone asks, "What's your
major?" did you ever wish you could
say, "Hamburgers," or "Contortionism" or
maybe even "Truck Maintenance"? Here's
some collegiate destinations for the real
"nontraditional student."
San Francisco School of Circus Arts
www.sfcircus.org
Dream about wearing a sequined bodysuit?
Juggling bowling balls? Consider SFSCA, the
only full-time circus school in America. Master
Trainer Lu Yi used to be the
star of the Nanjing
Acrobatic Troupe, and is
considered the leading
authority on Chinese acrobatics. Courses here
include contortion, trapeze,
trampoline, aerial hoop and
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"Professional Clowning." SFSCA recently
bought the New Pickle Circus, so graduates
can go directly into the workforce.
College of the Redwoods
www.redwoods.cc.ca.us
This is the place if you fantasize about driving a rig or using lumberjack equipment.
Courses are offered in Diesel Engine
Performance and Truck Maintenance and
Compliance. There are also classes in architectural millwork and cabinetmaking, and
other construction-technology courses.
Cow College
www.ca.uky.edu
If you've ever wondered (who hasn't?) how
to diagnose a cow for pregnancy, or castrate a bull, the Cow College at Kentucky
University could be for you. Says Les

Anderson, beef-cattle specialist, "The thing
that sets Cow College apart is the hands-on
aspect." The program teaches students how
to improve profits in beef construction and
offers classes in herd health, cattle psychology(!) and corral design.
McDonald's Hamburger University
mcdonalds.com/corporate/careers/
hambuniv/index.html
There is far more to working at Micky D's
than being able to ask, "What size fries
would you like with that?" This worldwide
management-training center in Oak Brook,
III., instructs personnel on various aspects
of restaurant operation, from paper costs to
crew scheduling and oil filtering. There are
10 international training centers as well, so
you could go to England or Japan to learn
the burger-flipping biz. •
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Plug 'n' Play: These clothes are hot-wired for fun.

Wear Your Computer
Life of the Party
Get a great party outfit at ClubThings.
You'll light up the darkness in a shirt with
animated lights—choose from an attentiongrabbing UFO, heart, star, alien, butterfly or
other designs. These "e-shirts" come in
black, sizes small to XXL and even in baby
Ts, for $32.95. And don't forget that all
those flashing lights need four AAA batteries. (clubthings.com)
Made for Walking
These boots
from the Electric
Shoe Company
take all that hard
work from walking
and turn it into
something useful—about 100
megawatts of power. When your heel hits
the ground it produces a current, which is
saved in the shoe. You can use the stored
electricity to power cell phones or other
portable gadgets. You can't buy these
boots at Macy's, but they're on their way to
being commercially available—they were
tested over the summer with a 120-kilometer hike through the desert in Namibia.
(theelectricshoeco.com)

Don t Rent a Movie
Get a jacket with a wearable computer
on it—that everyone can see except you. A
leather jacket created by MIT grad Stephan

Fitch plays streaming video and comes complete with a Windows computer, LCD screen
and wireless Net connection. A 233 MHz
Pentium III processor and 1 CB hard drive
are also included. The jacket was commissioned by MSN to play ads for its service,
and was also used in New York City to show
Gladiator trailers when the movie debuted.

Gadgets Galore
If you're a sucker for gadgets you're
going to want to buy the modern interpretation of the classic Levi's jacket. This one has
a built-in cell phone, portable MP3 player
and universal remote control to
work them all. The MP3 player will turn off when a call
comes in, and you just
have to speak into
your collar when you
talk on the voiceactivated cell
phone. Better yet—
the buttons are volume controls. Made
by Levi Strauss and
Italian designer
Massimo Osti and
equipped with
Philips Electronics
gadgets, the digital
jacket is only available in Europe
right now—but

By Wendy Marinaccio

that'll give you time to save up the $900 to
buy one.
Connected Jeans
A Swiss company
called Skim.com
sells clothes that are
individually tagged
with an ID number.
You can use the
number to get an
email address and
interact on the Skim
web site with others
who may have similar fashion taste and
interests. The price for finding like-minded
fashion mavens on the web? Jeans run
about $ 100, and their line of shirts, bags,
shoes and accessories will set you back anywhere from $49 to $150.

Not the Gai
Clothing company ZoZa was founded by
the creators of Banana Republic (now millionaires after selling it to the Gap). Its
line of "urban performance clothing" is
sold online and in "walk-in web sites,"
which include one set of ZoZa's offerings
that you can try on, but then order from an
in-store computer. ZoZa clothes are made
out of breathable fabrics and Velcro, with
compartments for cell phones and PDAs
sewn in. Basically it's designer clothing,
except functional—and you can put it in
the washing machine. (ZoZa.com) •

CvberTailors Custom-made clothes at IC3D.com
By David Mars
—

veryone knows that trauma of shopping
for jeans. After hours under fluorescent
lighting, you look down at a mountain of
rejects and realize you're never going to be
able to find the perfect pair of jeans, the
ones that fit you just right, with the
pockets you like and the exact
shade of denim you want.
Enter IC3D.com
OD.com's unique web site
K
lets you build your own pair of
jeans—or skirt, handbag, T-shirt
and other articles of clothing. Through
a complex, but surprisingly easy-to-follow
system of menu choices that let you pick
everything down to the color of thread

and the type of rivets you want, you can
design that perfect pair of jeans—all for
about $65.
Peter Del Rio and a former partner with
a background in fashion founded the web
site in New York City in 1996. The pair
wanted to create a niche market for
consumers, said Del Rio. "We
believe the real B to C is businessi es dealing one-on-one with the
consumer, allowing them to create
their own unique product."
Behind the Scenes with IC3D.com
STS: What do you think the future of clothes
shopping is going to be?
Del Rio: Shopping is going to come closer

to entertainment. You will be able to configure clothes online similar to the way Dell
does with computers.
STS: Whats your most popular service?
Del Rio: Jeans is our most popular service.
We have over 300 different fabrics to
choose from. The CopyCat (that allows
consumers to send in an old pair of jeans
and have them copied) service is slightly
under 50 percent of first orders.
STS: Where are your clothes made?
Del Rio: All of our clothes are made by
union workers in New York. •
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Special Feature: Health and Beauty Online
The best sites for makeup and more.
your own cosmetics, fraYou're probably at the
grance, hair care and skin
point where you buy
care products, right down to
music, clothes and even
the name of the product
books online for the convenand the shape of the conience factor. Why not try
tainer. The well-designed
purchasing your health and
site will walk you through
beauty products online as
the customization process,
well? There's no need for
and the products, priced
you to leave your room to
along the lines of departstock up on goodies like
ment store brands, come
makeup, shampoo and hair
with an unconditional
accessories when you can browse online,
money-back guarantee.
pick up a few tips from the experts and
If you're not in the market for $17
maybe even save a few dollars.
lipsticks, there are a ton of
The warehouse sites for
bargains out there: try the
health and beauty are
old faithfuls like
drugstore.com and
Target.com, where you can
DrugEmporium.com —
browse basic—and affordthey're exactly what they
able—offerings for everysound like—Internet drug
thing from makeup to hot
stores with everything
rollers. Also worth a glance
you'd expect to find in
is American Beauty
their brick and mortar
Discount Supply, adiscount
counterparts. Drugstore.com has an
beauty.com, where you'll find cheap hair
extensive makeup section with products
care products from companies like
from the usual suspects such as Revlon
American Crew and Bain de
and Maybelline, and a few
from more obscure lines
There's no need for Terre. They carry discounted products for everything
like Black Opal and
you to leave your from head to toe, so check
Garden Botanika. The site
room to stock up on it out to see if your
has regular specials and
goodies like make- favorites are on the list.
markdowns on everything
If you're interested in
from eyelash curlers to tub
up, shampoo and
natural products, there are
teas. Another way drughair accessories
plenty of green sites on the
store.com and other online
web.
Try
Back2Nature.net
for all-natural
pharmacies can make your life a lot easiherbal cosmetics, hair and skin care
er is by filling, and then delivering, your
products, and remedies for everything
prescription drugs.
that ails you.
For more exclusive makeup and fraStandard shipping at most of these
grance lines, go to www.sephora.com.
sites runs from $3-$5, but
This slick site is easily naviyou can often get free shipgable: search by brand,
ping if you order above a cercolor, price or category.
tain amount. Remember to
Sephora has special sections
check out return policies
such as Editor's Picks, a
before you buy—most sites
rotating list of their favorite
will accept returned products
products, hair accessories
with no questions, but you
and gifts. If you want truly
don't want to get stuck with a
exclusive health and beauty
$20 magenta lipstick because
products, there's only one
of an ordering mistake. •
place to go: Reflect.com. By
answering a series of targeted questions you can design
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ACADEMIC
The Infomine
infomine.ucr.edu/Main.html
Practically every academic subject can be found
in the INFOMINE, a research-oriented search
engine and web directory. Built by librarians for
the University of California system, INFOMINE is
a virtual library with links to databases, electronic journals and books, bulletins, listservs, articles
and much more. From agricultural science to
government documents online, if you need to
research it, chances are you'll find it here.
Content: A Usability: B
The Perseus Digital Library
www.perseus.tufts.edu
One of the oldest and best resources for classical studies and history majors, the Perseus
library allows you to search through masses of
ancient Creek and Roman texts, images and
other scholarly materials. There are also collections online for American history and the English
Renaissance, including a scanned first folio of
Shakespeare.
Content: A- Usability: B+

Archaeology on the Net
www serve.com/archaeology
This page has compiled all of the archaeological
resources on the web into one handy site. There
are dozens of journals you can access, links to
academic departments so you can start
researching your grad school, and loads of information ranging from anthropology to rock art.
Unfortunately the site is not searchable, but it is
reasonably well organized.
Content: A- Usability: BLatin World
latinworld.com
Latin World aims to promote Latin America, its
people and its cultures. A bilingual informational
resource, the site contains discussion forums,
opinion articles, and even online radio stations
from Mexico and Brazil. A great feature of the
site is its profiles of individual countries, highlighting their economies, arts and traditions.
Latin World can be a valuable tool in understanding Latino cultures.
Content: B Usability: B
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Hispanic & Latino History
http://web.uvic.ca/hrd/history.learn-teach/
LatinoPage.htm
The Hispanic and Latino role in America's history
is detailed on this site. Includes articles about
early Spanish conquest and exploration of the
Americas, as well as Hispanic roles in the
American Revolution, the Civil War and World
Wars I and II. Also contains information on the
Mexican American civil rights movement and links
to reference material.
Content: B Usability: B-

SHOPPING
Insound
lnsound.com
The "little indie record store that could,"
lnsound.com offers indie music and film fans a
great place to see what's going on in the scene,
buy CDs and videos and chat with other fans.
You can search for hard-to-find vinyl, small label
recordings and independent films. There is also
an option to find bands that are similar to an old
favorite and listen to samples—a great way to
find new music. Since its inception in early 1999
the site has grown tremendously, and now offers
an alternate place for bands to sell tickets to
their shows. It even has its own record label,
Tiger Style Records.
Content: A- Usability: B+

Editor's pick

WetFeet
wetfeet.com
If you're unsure of what career you're looking for, or want to
know more about your prospective employer than you can get
by talking to friends of your parents, WetFeet offers loads of
advice for the job-seeker. Because it covers all the major job
categories students might be attracted to, from the flashy (venture capital) to the obscure (real-estate management), you're
likely to find what you want, plus a few jobs you hadn't thought
of. Once you register (it's free), there's info and reviews of many
companies, discussions with recent grads who are now
employed (shudder), as well as the nitty-gritty stuff they don't teach you in college, like how to
negotiate for a salary and what skills are compatible with what industries.
Content: A Usability: A

site, it continuously monitors the sites of over
50,000 companies, so that when someone out
there has a position open, you can find it without all that tedious—and often fruitless—surfing. The site also has an ever-changing list of
weird and unique jobs for those who fear being
swallowed up by some huge corporation.
Content: A Usability: A-

Health & Wellness Direct
Bodyw.com
Health and Wellness Direct is an online source
for a wide range of nutrition and health products. Many cutting-edge products and herbal
remedies can be found here. The site features
mostly men's health and athletic training products. Everything is listed in easy-to-follow categories and is well documented, usually with a list
of ingredients. You can also sign up for a
newsletter on this site, which will inform you
about breaking technologies and new "hot"
products.
Content: B Usability: A-

JOBS
Escape Artist
escapeartist.com
Some of us just need to travel, and a summer or
post-college job in a foreign country is a great
way to see the world without just being a tourist.
Escape Artist lists job opportunities from all over
the world, although you'll have to do a lot of
surfing to take full advantage of what they have.
Lots of places are looking for people to teach
English, so even if you're not a language major,
don't despair.
Content: B+ Usability: B+
Flipdog
www.flipdog.com
Flipdog takes a different approach than most
online job-finding sites. Rather than waiting for
would-be employers to post their resumes to its

heard of but should. The only catch? You still
have to go somewhere else to buy the tickets.
Content: B Usability: A

ECHO
www.humnet.ucla.edu/echo
Most musicology journals write 10,000-word
treatises on Wagner's use of harmonic triads and
the like. But ECHO is a journal that's not just for
eggheads and longhairs. A recent issue has an
excellent Napster roundtable, a review of the
Experience Music Project (Paul Allen's Seattle
tribute to Jimi Hendrix) and an article on "old
technologies in new recordings" that explores
the music of Portishead and Pink Floyd. But the
articles are only part of the fun. Most journals
print the actual score to illustrate musical points;
ECHO actually plays back the music—with a
video clip of the performance, when available.
Content: B+ Usability: A-

MUSIC
Pollster
Pollstar.com
Much easier to use and more visually pleasing
than Ticketmaster, Pollstar should be the first
place you turn to get concert info. You can
search for a specific tour and get dates for venues across the country, or you can see what's
playing in your town on a certain day or for the
whole month. Pollstar also offers articles that
keep you up to date and give you the inside
scoop on some of the biggest tours out there, as
well as features on artists you may not have

Harmony Central
harmonycentral.com
This vast site is aimed at rock and electronic
musicians, but has a wide focus—from guitarists
to synth programmers to drummers—and aggregates a huge amount of useful information into
one place. There are forums, links to hundreds of
stores and instrument manufacturers, as well as
(rarely updated) music industry news. The best
part of the site is the large selection of user
reviews, where people who have used an instrument or effects box write about their experiences
with it. This is a great place to learn whether to
go with that Korg ER-1 drum machine or the
more expensive (but far cooler) Jomox X-Base.
Content: A Usability: B+
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^rformance Driving Techniques ai
IOUS school for drivers and for driving fans,
inels will fly two students out to the Sears
fay for an all expenses paid stay in
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Have you ever wanted to drive a race carp Go to steamtunnels.net and search for
keywords "race car." Then register to win one of two trips to California.
Winners will be chosen in February 2001, and will visit the driving school in the spring.
Visit our web site for complete contest information.

